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0. Introduction 
In [11] Mc~akides and Nerode suggested the study of the lattice of recursively 
enumerable substructures of a recursively presented model as a means to investi- 
gate the reeursive content of certain algebraic constructions. Since that paper 
many specific models have been studied. For example, the lattice of rccursivcly 
enumerabtz subspaces, ~;(VD, of a recursively presented vector space V_~ over a 
recursive field F has been extensively studied in pt:pers by Dekker, Guhl, 
Kalantari, Metakides and Ncrode, Retzlafl, Rcmmel, and Shore. Similar studies 
have been denc by Metakides and Nerode [ 13] for thc lattice of r.e. algcbraically 
closed subfieMs, ~(tt-\_), of a recursively presented algebraically closed field, F,, 
with an infinite transcendence base, by the author [20, 21] for the lattice of r.e. 
subalgebras, &¢(~), of a recursively presented Boolean algebra, and by Metakides 
and the author [14,23] for the lattice of r.e. suborderings of a large class of 
recursively presented partial orderings. 
One focus of many of the papers above has been to explore the similarities and 
differences between lhe lattice of recursively enumerable subsets. ~, of the natural 
numbers N and the respective lattices. In all of the specific modcls above, one can 
easil} define natural analogues of simple, maximal, r-maximal, and creative scls 
that occur in ~. Many of the constructions to produce examples of such analogues 
in the models mentioned above are priority type constructions and are quite 
similar. Hence it is natural to try to find a general setting in which one can give a 
general construction of say a "'maximal" substructure which, when spccialized to 
specific models, will produce an example of a maximal set. subspace, subfield, etc. 
In [13], Metakidcs and Nerode's main interest was in ~f(F~), but they expressed 
their results in terms of recursively presented abstract dependence r lations, They 
were thus able to give a general setting which covered the models N, V~, and F~. 
However, their setting fails to cover Boolean algebras. Moreover, most of their 
constructions require an additional hypothesis which they called regularity and, of 
the examples above, only F_~ and ~{~ where the underlying field F is infinite satisfy 
this additional hypothesis, In [14] and [23], Metakides and the author gave a 
general model theoretic setting which covers the models N, the rationals O under 
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the usual ordering, and a large class of n-dimensional partial orderings l~ut fails to 
cover vector spaces, fields, or Boolean algebras. The main purpose of this paper is 
to give a general setting which will cover not only sets, vector spaces, fields, and 
Boolean algebras but also a large class or models not previously studied :rod not 
covered in either of the settings of [13] or [14] and [23]. The essential features of 
the models covered in our general setting is that the models have an effective 
closure operation and they have a certain type of "independent" set which we can 
use to adapt many of the priority constructions which apply to the natural 
numbers. This admittedly vague description of the models will be made precise in 
Section 1. 
In our setting, we will first generalize the definitions of simple, maximal, 
r-maximal, and creative sets. For each of these definitions, we will give a general 
construction along with some sufficient conditions which will guarantee that if a 
mcdel covered by our setting satisfies these conditions, then our construction will 
produce a substructure satisfying the given definition. It will turn out that most of 
our constructions can be carried out in any model covered by our setting. 
However, the constructions may not always produce the desired example. For 
example, our construction of "simple" substructures when applied to V~ does 
produce a simple subspace of V~ but when applied ~o F~ fails to produce a simple 
algebraically closed subfield of F~ since there are no such subfields of F~. Thus, 
part of our aim in giving sufficient conditions which guarantee the success of the 
construction for "simple" substructure and for the other constructions gill be to 
isolate the essential features of the construction. 
Section 1 of this paper will be devoted to defining our general setting and to 
giving many specific examples of models which are covered in our setting. In 
Sections 2 through 6, we give the general constructions for the analogues of 
simple sets, maximal sets, r-maximal sets which are not contained in any maximal 
sets, r-maximal sets which are not maximal but which are contained in a maxim~ 
set, and creative sets. Finally, we note that our setting does not cover all the 
constructions given in [13] or [14] and [23]. Thus in Section 7, ~e will briefly 
contrast our setting with those found in [13], [ 14], and [23]. 
1. The general setting 
The recursion theory we need is based on [26]. Thus we shall assume the 
definitions of simple, hypersimple, maximal, r-maximaL and creative sets given in 
[26]. If R is a recursive set, we say A is a simple (hypersimple, tc.) subset of R if 
there is a one-one recursive function f from N onto R and a simple ~h-simple), 
ctc.~ subset of N, S, such that f (S)= A. Given A. B~ N, we write A ~TB if A is 
Turing reducible to B and A <~m B if A is many-one reducible to B. We write 
A~.rB if A<~TB and B~T A. If A ={x~ . . . .  , x,~} is a finite subset of N where 
x~ < • • - <x,,, the canonical index of A is the integer 2 ~, + •. • +2 ~-. If A ~0.  the 
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canonical index of A is O. Let D~ clenote the finite set whose canonical index is x. 
We let ~,~, ,~ . . . .  be an effective list of all partial reeursivc functions. We think of 
9~, as the partial function computed by the ith Tm'ing machine and we write 
¢~(x)~. if the ith Turing machine when started on input x gives an output in s or 
fewer steps. We write ¢,(x),~ if 3s(~(x),~) and we ,vrite ¢~(x)1'(~(x)'~ if not 
~(x),~(¢~(x),],). We let W~ =domain of ~ and W~={xlx<~s& ¢~(x)~}. 
Our basic objects of study will be models that possess a closure operation. We 
define a closure syswm d~ as an ordered pair (M, cl) where M is a set (called the 
universe of ,~) and cl is map from the set of all subsets of M, ~,~(M), into ~(M) 
such that for all A, B~ M 
(i) A c_cl(A): 
(ii) A ~ B implies cl(A)c_cl(Bl: 
tiii'~ e l (e l lA ) )  = e l (A ) :  
(iv) x ~ el(A) if and only if there is some finite set A'  ~ A such that x e cl(A'), 
An effective closure syswm consists of a closure system (M, el) such that M is a 
recursive subset of N and the operation cl is effective on finite sets. that is, given a 
finite A ~ IVl, cI(A/ is always a reeursive set and moreover there is a recursive 
function f such that if x is the canonical index of A, then 
1 if y~cl(A) .  
~f,,,(Y)= ~X'd~a~(Y) = (I if y4cl(A). 
Wc say a set A c_ M is closed if c l (A)= A. 
Examples. (l) N. the natural numbers where el(A)= A for all A c N, 
(21 V~, an infinite dimensional recursively presented vector space over a 
recursive field F with a dependence algorithm. V,~ being recursively presented 
means the universe of V~ is a reeursive set and the operations of scalar 
multiplication and addition are partial recursive. V~ has a dependence algorithm 
means given any finite set A and any x~ V~, there is a uniform effective 
procedure to d2termine whether x is dependent on A. In this case, el(A) equals 
the subspace generated by A, The fact that V~ has a dependence algorithm 
ensures that (V~, el) is an effective closure system. 
(3) F~, a recursively presented algebraically closed field of characteristic () with 
an infinite transcendence base and a dependence algorithm. In this case, el(A) is 
the algebraically closed subfield generated by A, (Norc: the definition of ~ecur- 
sively presented field and dependence algorithm for fields are similar to the ~ ~'ctor 
space case. See [1313 
14) 96, a weakly recursively presented Boolean algebra as defined in [20] where 
el(A) is the subalgebra generated by A, Again. ~P being weakly recursively 
presented means the universe of ~ is reeursive and the operations nf join, meet. 
and complement are partial recumive, In this case, it is easy to see that if A is 
finite, we can et~ectively find the canonical index of ct(A) from the canonical 
index of A, 
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(5) (0",~<), where O is the rationals, Q"={(a l  . . . . .  a . ) la~Q},  < is the 
product ordering (i.e., (a~ . . . . .  a. )<.(bl  . . . . .  b.] if and only if a~ <~b~ for all i). 
(Q~, ~)  is then a lattice and we let el(A) be the sublattice generated by A. A 
proper Gfdel  numbering will make ((O". < ), el) into an effective closure system. 
(6) Q*, the multiplicative group of the positive rationals where el(A) is the 
subgroup generated by A. Again. a proper G6del numbering will make (Q~, cl) 
into an effective closure system. 
(We note at this point that all of the examples above can be viewed as special 
cases of a general model theoretic setting. Namely, we say a model dd over a 
countable language ~ is recursive if M, the universe of d~l. is a recursive subset of 
N, all the relations and functions on M are partial recursive. All the models above 
may be viewed as recursive models over the appropriate language and all the 
ciosure operations are just algebraic losure. That is, we say X c M is deli~mble 
from A~_M if X={x~M:  there is a formula ¢{co, t,h . . . . .  c,,) from L and 
a~ . . . . .  a,, in A such that M~(x ,  ao . . . . .  a,,)}, The algebraic clost~re of a set 
A c_ M is the union of all finite subsets definable from A. Of course, there are 
many examples of closure systems which do not come from a recursive model with 
the algebraic losure. We end our list of examples with three such examplesk 
(7) The structures Q" can be given several other types of closure operations, for 
example, 0 2 where cl(A) = {(x. y)~ 0 2 ] ::lz ~ O((x. z) ~ A)}. Thus if (x, z) ~ A, 
then the vertical ine through (x, z) is put into the cl(Ak 
(8) If ~ is a weakly recursively presented Boolean algebra, we can let cl~(A) be 
the ideal generated by A or let clf(A) be the filter generated by A. Then both 
(~, cli) and (~, cl~) are effective closure systems. 
(9) Our last class of examples we shall generally refer to as matroids (see [29]). 
In particular, there are two natural classes of matroids which are easy to present 
and provide interesting examples. 
(a) We t~ke a recursive undirected graph G. (i,e., we have G6del numbered the 
vertices V and edges E of the graph so that V and E correspond to recursive 
sets). Let ~ff(G) be tile closure system whose universe is the collection of edges of 
G and where the closure operation is defined by sayiTJg an edge (co. tq)~cl(A) if 
there is a finite path connecting e,, and th all of whose edges lie in A. It is easy to 
verify directly that if G is a recursive graph, then .~i(G) is an effective closure 
system. 
(b) [.et V= be a recursively presented vector space as it, Example (2~. Let V be 
any recursive subset of V~. (V need not I~e a subspace of V-..t Let .if(V} be tile 
closure system whose universe is V and where we define the closure operation 
on .~I(VJ by letting el(A) be Vfq(A}* where (A}* is the subspace of ~ 
gellerated by A. Again. it is easy to check directly that . i f (V )  is an effective 
closure system, 
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From now on we will always assume that d /= (M, cl) is an effective closure 
system such that M = N. Also, instead of saying that B =__ M is a closed set, we will 
say that B is a substn~cmn, of ,~/, This convention will allow us to distinguish 
between certain properties B may have as a substructure versus certain properties 
B may have when viewed as a subset of N. For example, we shall see later when 
we define simple substructures that a simple substructure is not, in general, a 
simple subset of N. 
Our main interest in this paper is to study the lattice of recursively enumerable 
substructures of M, g(,a),  under the operations of intersection and sum where 
given B, Ce,~f(,~lf), B+C=cI (BUC) .  (Note: From the properties of el, it is easy 
to show that if B and C are in ,~(,/¢), then B n C and B -~- C are in ~(,,//).) In the set 
case, one usually considers a lattice closely related to ~, namely ~*, the lattice of 
r.e, subsets of N modulo finite sets. In our case we generalize the notion of being 
equivalent modulo finite sets as follows. Given substructures B and C in AL we say 
B is e(lzdt:(dent to C ~lodulo ]inite sets, B =vC if there exists finite sets Tt and T: 
in M such that cl(BO T0=c I (CD T=). Clearly =:~ is an equivalence relation. 
Also, =~, is a congruence relation with respect to sum, i,e., if B~ =vB.~ and 
CI=vC~, then B~+CI=~,.B~+C~. For suppose T,,7~,R,,  and Re are finite 
sets such that cl(Bi U 7'0 = cI(B2 U T~) and cl(C~ U R~) = cl(C= U R2), then clearly 
cl((B~ + C~) U T~ U R 0 = cl((B= + C_~) U T2 U R2). However, =~ is not, in general, a 
congruence relation with respect o intersection. A simple counterexample can be 
constructed in (Q2, ~), Just let B = Q2 -{(0, y) [ y ~ O} and let C = {(0, y) ] y ~ O}. 
Now B=vO" since cl(BU{(0,0}})=O 2, but Bnc=o and O~fqC=C and 
clearly ~ ~C.  A similar example for K, due to Ash is found in [13]. Let 
x~, x_, . . . .  be a transcendence basis for F~. Then let B =cl({x=.x3 . . . .  }) and 
C=cl({xl, x2+x~x3, x~+x~xa . . . .  }), Again B =~:F~ and C~FcI(O) but B nc= 
cl~) and F~ n C = C Similar examples for many Boolean algebras may be found 
in [20]. Thus, we cannot, in general, talk about ~*(,,¢/t the lattice of r.e. 
substructures of ,¢/modulo finite sets. However, the relation =~: does provide a 
natural way to generalize the notions of infinite and co-infinite sets. Namely, the 
analogue of a substructure B being infinite is B ~r.cl(~) and the analogue of a 
substructure b being coinfinite is B ,~M.  
Next we turn our attention towards developing a general setting in which we 
can easily generalize many of the constructions that produce examples in the 
lattice of r,e, sets ~, One of the main techniques for lifting constructions on the 
natural numbers to constructions for vector spaces has been to manipulate the 
elements of a recursive basis for ~,~ in much the same way as one manipulated 
the natural numbers, That is, one could not always lift constructions on N directly 
since, for example, if a construction on N i,wolved some sort of diagonalization 
over all r,e, sets, then a direct lifting of the construction, i.e. by substituting basis 
elements for natural numbers and then taking the space generated by the subset 
of the recursive basis so constructed, would diagonalize only over all r,e. sub- 
spaces which are generated by r,e. subsets of th~ recursive basis and not over all 
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r.e. subspaces. But usually, with a few modification,~, such a construction produced 
the desired examples. What is somewhat more surprising is that similar techniques 
could be applied to Boolean algebras, even in the case of the atomless Bo,~lean 
algebra where at first glance there does not seem to be any natural analc6t~e of 
basis. In [20, 2 l], we were able to find certain "independent" sequences modulo 
some recursive subalgebra which acted enough like basis to allow us ~o lift many 
of the constructions on N to Boolean algebras. We shall show that whenever a
model has such an "independent" sequence modulo a closed recursive set, we can 
attempt o lift many of the constructions on N to the model, tn Sections 2-6 we 
will give many such constructions. To be more precise, we make the following 
definition. 
Definition 1.1. Let d/t= (M, el) be an effective closure system. A recursivc set 
S ~_ M is said to be special ot, er A where A is a recursive substructure of ,,it if: 
(a) There is an effective algorithm which given any finite set D_~ M and any 
x ~ M will decide if x e cl(A U D). 
(b) For all B~_S, c I (AUB) f ' IS= B (in particular A~S=~) .  
(c) cl(A t.J S) = M. 
(d) For all BI, B,  ~_ S, cl(A O B0 N eI(A U B ~) = cI(A U [BI n B_,]L 
We note that by property (iv) of our definition of closure system and the fact 
that c I (AOS)=M,  there is for any given x~M,  a finite set B' such that 
x ~ cl(A U B'). It follows from condition (d) above that there is a unique smallest 
linite set B "ach that x ~ cl(A U B) which we c~ll the support of x relatice to S ot'er 
A and denote by supp (x), It also easily follows from our definitions that given x, 
we can etiectively calculate the canonical index of supp(x). 
Examples. (l(i)) In the set where ~= N and el(B)= B for all B~_ N, we simply 
let S=N and A=~). 
(l(ii)) In the case where d /= ~,  we let S be any recursive basis for V~ and let 
A = {0} where O is thd zero vector of V~. 
(l(iii)) If d~=F~, we let S be any recursive transcendence basis for t:~ and 
A = el(O) be the base field. 
(l(iv)) The case of Boolean algebras is more complicated. First we need to 
specify 3 basic weakly recursively presented Boolean algebras that we studied in 
[20]. /Q will denote the weak recursive presentation of the Boolean algebra of 
finite and cofinite subsets of N such that M(/Q), the set of atoms of/Q, is a recursive 
set. 0 will .denote the weak recursive presentation of the atomless Boolean 
ulgebra generated by the left closed-right open intervals of the rationals Q, 
Vinally, C will denote the weak recursivc presentation of the Boolean algebra 
generated by tile closed intervals of Q or equivalently, the Boolean algebra 
generated by 0 together with {{q}Jq~ 0}. We assume that C is such that the 
atoms of C', ~(C'), the ideal generated by the atoms of C, 6~(s/(C')L and 0 as its 
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sits inside ( '  are all reeursive sets, it is proved in [20] that within the classical 
isomorphism type of any weakly recursively presented Boolean algebra, there 
must be a Boolean algel~ra of the form /~ x N, 0 x flL or C" where N is a weakly 
recursively presented Boolean algebra. Thus we consider only Boolean algebras 
of the form /~x~,  OxN.  or C'. G iven a Boolean algebra N, we let 0~ and 1~ 
denote the zero and one of N respectively. 
( l( iv(at)) If I~ =/Q x ~,  then let S = {(a, 0 e) t a • s~(/Q)} and let A = {(Os.,. d>, 
I I( iv(bt)) if N=OxN,  then we let S~.{( [ i , i+ lLO~)  I i~.N}.  We let I denote 
the ideal in 0 which is generated by x of the form (it x~(0 . - : c )  or (it) 
xc2[i ,  i + I) for some i and x =[ j , , . i0U  " " " U[./~,,,j2,,,t) where i<~],,<j~ < . .  • < 
L-,, <L',,~ ~ < i+ 1, Then  we let A = elt{(x, d) i x ~ 1 and d ~ ~0}). 
( l( iv(c)l) If N=(2  then we let S={[ i , i+ l ) t i~N} and let A=eI ( IU , f f (C ' ) )  
where ! is the ideal of 0 as it sits inside £" ment ioned above, 
In each of the examples above, it is not ditfieull but somewhat  lengthy to check 
that S and A have the desired propert ies.  We refer the interested reader to [20] 
for more details. 
( l(v)) In this case, we consider lattices of the form (Q", ~) .  We first consider 
the example where ~ = (Q'-, <~). We let A = {(0, y ) !y  • O}. It is easy to see that 
for any (x~, YO . . . . . .  (x,,, y,,} in Qz,  
cl(A tO {(x~, y,) . . . . .  (x,,, y,,)}) = {(x. y) 1 x • {0, x . . . . . .  x,, } and y • Q}. 
that is, c ltA U {x~. Yt) . . . . .  (x,,. y,,)}) is the union of tile y-axis together  with the set 
of verticl,- l ines which pass through one of the points (x,, y,) for i = 1 . . . . .  n. Thus, 
it is easy to see that if S = {(x. 0) l x • Q-  {0}}, then S wild he special over A. In the 
general  ease. for .,t+ = (0" ,  <~ ~ with n ~ 2, we let 
A = 1(0. y, . . . . .  Y,,)I Y, c Q for i : 2 . . . . .  n} 
and let 
S = {(x. 0 . . . . .  O) ! x ~ O-  t0II. 
( l lv it)  For the ease of O"  we shall give two examples of S and A. 
t l(vi(a))) Let A~ = e l l0)= {I} and let S be the set of primes. 
(l(vitb~)) Again. we let S be the set of primes, but let A~ be the subgroup 
generated by the squares of all primes. 
In either case, it is easy to see that S is special over A~ or A2. However,  there is 
a key property that S has over A~ that S fails to have over A~. In general, we say 
that if S and A are contained in .~ and S is special over A, then S has the local 
exchange prol~,'rty (L.E.P.'~ orer A if for all x•  M where supp(x)= {th . . . . .  b,,}. 
b~Eel({x, lh . . . . .  b~ ~,b,~ . . . . .  b, ,}UA)  for all ]=  1 . . . . .  n. h is easy to check 
that in this example,  S has the L.E.P. over A2, But S does not have the i..E.P. 
over A~ since it" p is any prime, supp(p 2) = {p} but pC-cl(lpZ}u .4~/. We note that 
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in all the examples of S and A given in (i)-(iv), S has the L.E.P. over A. We shall 
see that S having the L.E.P. over A will play a key role in our construc~Iions of
maximal and r-maximal substructures. 
(l(vii)) We consider Qa where the closure operation is defined as in Example (7). 
Then let A = 0 and S = {(x, 0) I x ~ Q}. 
(l(viii)) Suppose ~ is a weakly recursively presented Boolean algebra. The,:e is 
a problem with either of the closure operations eli or cl~ of Example (8). We 
consider only the example of cll since the case of elf is just the dual of cli. The 
problem is that under eli, ~8 is not an "infinite" substructure in the sense outlined 
above. That is, ~= cli({l~}) so that ~8=~cli(0). None of our definitions of simple, 
maximal, etc. substructures will make sense because the definitions all assume the 
underlying structure is infinite. However, we can modify the situation somewhat 
to make ovr general definitions make sense. For example, consider the case of i~. 
We form a new closure system .,~(/~') whose universe J'v~(/Q) is the ideal 
generated by the atoms, cI~(M(/Q)), and keeping the same closure operation, i.e., if 
A _~ M~(/Q), cl~(A) is the ideal of/Q generated by A. In this way dt~(/Q) becomes an 
effective closure system and /Vl~(/Q)~,-cl~(0). In this system, our definitions make 
sense and in many cases they are natural even from the viewpoint of/Q. (We will 
make this more precise when we give the actual definitions.) We can make such a 
modification for any Boolean algebra of the form /Q × ~, O × ~, or ~" where ~ is 
weakly recursively presented. We will simply list the modification and appropriate 
S and A for each of the cases. 
(1 (ix(a))) Let d/i(/Q × ~) = (/V/~(IQ × ~), cl~) where M~(/Q x ~) is the ideal generated 
by {(a, d) I a E M(N), d ~ ~}. Let S = {(a, O,e} [a ~ M(/Q)} and A = {(0~.. d) [ d ~ ~}. 
(l(ix(b))) Let ~(Ox~)=( /~ ' l~(Ox~) ,cL )  where Mi(Ox~t={(a .d ) td~.  
a e 0, and a is bounded above}. Let A = {(a, d) I d ~@ and a ~ !} where I is the 
ideal defined in (iv(b)) and S = {([i, i + I), 0e) t i c N}. 
(l(ix(c))) Let d41(~')= (M,((-?), el,) where M,(C') is the ideal generated by those 
elements of 0 which are bounded above together with ,~(~'~, the atoms of £-'. Let 
A = cl~(i U M(IQ)) where 1 is as above and S = {[i. i + 1) I i e N}. 
(l(x)) We note matroids generally have the global exchange praperty (G.E.P.). 
that is, if x~cl(BO{y})-d(B), then yecl(BO{x}). (Note: Sets, vector spaces, 
and fields also have th~ property but Boolean algebras, (O", < ~. and O" do not.) 
Now, whenever there is a G.E.P., we can define the notions of dimensions and 
basis. It is easy to check directly that our examples J /(G) and ,¢/(V) have the 
G.E.P. Thus in these cases, we can let S be any recursive basis and A = clt0). 
From now on we will always assume, unless specified otherwise, that S is a 
special sequence over A where A is a recursive substructure of ..~ and d~,, dl . . . .  
is an effective list of S without repetitions. We shall end this section with a few 
basic observations about .¢/, S, and A. It easily follows from our definitions of J4 
that if W~M is an r,e. set, then el(W) is an r.e. substructure of J/ .  Thus 
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Uo, U~ . . . .  where U~ -~ cl(l&]) will be an effective list of all r.e, substructures of ,~. 
Clearly there is a recursive function h such that /3, = W~,,v Thus we let U~ denote 
W[,,~, Most of oar examples of simple, maximal, etc. substructures will be of the 
form cl(A kJ W) where W is an r.e. subset of S. The following lemma give the 
basic properties of such substructures. 
Lemma 1.1. Assume W~, W,~_S. 
(a) eRA LI WO -='r Wl. 
(b) I f  S -  W~ is infinite, then cI (AU WO~M.  
(c) I f  W~ ~_ W,  and ~-  W~ is infinite, cl(A U W~) evc l (A U W~). 
Proof. (a) Since c I (AUWONS=W ~, we have that x~Wt only if x~S and 
x ~ cl(A U W0, Thus W~ ~xcl (A  U W,). But x ~ cl(A U Wi) only if supp(x) _~ W~. 
Thus cl(A LI W0~--~r W~, Clearly (b) follows from (c), so we prove (c), Note that if 
B is an)' finite set, supp(B)= U~, ,  supp(x) is also finite. Thus cl(A U W~ U B)~_ 
cl(A U Wi Usupp(B)), Since W, UsupplB)  ~? W2, it follows that cl(A U W0 Say 
cl(A O W.), 
2. Simple substructures 
We say that an r.e, substructure %_~ is simple if C~:M and there is no r.e. 
substructure W such that W ~FeI(~lt and W C'l q~ = cl(Ot). Clearly this definition is a 
natural analogue of simple set and if .44 = N and el(X) = X for all X~_ M, then the 
simple substructures are precisely the simple sets. However, in many models, 
simple substructures are never simple sets. For example, in vector spaces, if ~ is 
an r,e, subspa(c of V~ and xf~?;, then W={x+ v tv~} is an r.e. set such that 
W n ~,'= 9~. Thus no r.e. subspace of V~ is a simple set while simple substructures 
exist as was first shown by Guhl [4], A similar phenomenon occurs in Boolean 
algebras, see [20], Also, not every effective closure system .~ contains simple 
substructures. We give two examples, In F~ if ~] is an r.e. algebraically closed 
subfield such that ~~ 7 ~ M, then there is an r,e. transcendence basis for ~ ,  say, 
x~, x> x 3 . . . . .  Wc can extend x t, x2, x3 . . . .  to a transcendence basis B for F~. Let 
y c B - {xl, x: . . . .  }, Then W = oR{y, xt + yxz, x2 + yx+, x3 ~ yx4 . . . .  }) shows that 
~,; is not a simple substructure, In (Qz, ~),  it is easy to see that if ~:._ is a sublattice 
such that S intersects every horizontal and vertical line, then ~'. = O-'. Thus if 
+z '/: Oz  then there is either a vertical or horizontal line (which is of course a r.e. 
sublattice of O+) which is disjoint from ~(??. and hence q~"z is not simple. 
These last two examples how that we must make some additional assumption~+ 
on .,~ if wc are to be able to construct simple substructures. This situation will 
hold for most of our constructions. That is, a careful examination of the various 
constructions to produce examples in g will show that such constructions depend 
on some basic ++combinatorial" or +'structural" properties. Often times such 
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properties are obvious for the natural numbers but require proof in other models, 
Thus the format of each of the sections to follow will be to give certai~ sufllcicn! 
conditions under which our constructions will indeed produce the desired e×am- 
pies of substructures which are simple, maximal, etc. 
Let S be a special sequence over A where A is a substructure of ~ which is 
recursive. The conditions which will guarantee ..~ has simple substructure is as 
follows. 
(2.0) Let D~_S be such that S-D infinite and let V be a substructure of .,¢~ 
such that V ~-cl(0) and V f lc l (A LI D)= cl(0), then for any finite set E_~ 5;, there 
exists e~ V such that supp(~):~(h and supp( t , )nE=0.  
Now in the set case. (2.0) holds because if V is an infinite set and E is a tinitc 
set, V -E# 0. Condition (2.0) also holds for all the examples of S and A given 
for vector spaces. Boolean algebras, matroids, and groups given in Section I. The 
proofs of (2.0) in each of the models above as well as the proofs verifying other 
conditions given in latter sections for various models all involve simple inductions. 
We will illustrate this type of argument by verifyin,3 (2.0) for V~. However. in 
general, we will leave such verifications for the interested reader. Recal l  in the 
case of V~. A = {0} and S is a recursive basis for V~. So suppose D a S. S -  D is 
infinite, and V is an infinite dimensional substructure such that VAc I (D)=0.  
Since V is infinite dimensional, there is a sequence ao. a~ . . . .  of elements of V 
such that for each i >0,  
~-1 
supp(a~)~ U (supp(al). 
Let S = {b~. b~ . . . .  }. we prove by induction thal for any n. thcre is a sequencc 
C',. c'; . . . .  of elements of V such that for each i~O.  supp(c;~)fq{b~ . . . . .  b,,}=O 
and for each i>0.  
supp(ci') ~ lJ supp(ci'). 
i o 
Let S={b0, b~ . . . .  }. we prove by induction that for any n, therc is a sequence 
ci'~. c~' . . . .  of elements of V such that for each i->0. supp(c',')N{bt . . . . . .  b,~} =0 
and for each i>0.  
, 1 
supp(ci') ~ U supp(clq- 
For suppose we have such a sequence for n. c~. c7 . . . . .  Now if for infinitely many 
i, supp(ci')n{bo . . . . .  b , ,~}=0,  we arc done. Otherwise, fl)r some j all c~ with 
k ~ j  may be expressed in the form 
A,,,b,,, 
,n >,~ 
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where h, ~ are elements of tile tield F and ,~ -~'0. But then if we let c'," ~7 ~ = 
c'l'~ , t .o..(?d., ' i '  I/M,,)c;', then it is easy to see that c~i' i, c,~; . . . .  is our required 
sequence for ~ + 1, (For the base step of the induction, the sequence a., a~ . . . .  
plays the same role as the c~i, c'~ . . . .  in the induction step.) 
if we again consider the models E~ and (0  z, <~), we can see that reasons why 
neither F~ nor (0  2. <~) have simple substructures are essentially the same reasons 
why neither F~ nor (0"-,<~) satisfy (2,0). First consider (O-~,~<) where A= 
{(0, y) I Y e O} and S ~- {(x, O) I x e O - {0}}, Now if D ~_ S and D - S is infinite, let 
( z ,O)eS-D and V={(z .y ) ]  y~O},  Then clearly VT~vcl(0) but supp((z, y)l = 
{(z,O}} for all (z, y)c  V and hence V and D show that (2.0) does not hold in 
(O, ~ ). in F~, let S be a recursive transcendence basis of F~, D = {x~, x, . . . .  }c_ S, 
and y e S -  D. Then if V = el({y, x~ + yx~, x2 + yx3 . . . .  }), one can show that y c 
supp(~'~ for each r e V, Thus F~ fails to satisfy (2.01, Our next theorem shows the 
similarity between the reasons wily F~ and (O-', ~<) have no simple substructures 
and why they fail to satisfy (2.01 is not coincidental. 
"l'heorem 2.1. Supl~se Jd, S and A satisfy (2.0). then in every nonzero r.e. degree 
& there is a simple sld,structure C~.~.  
Proof, We will in fact give two types of constructions for C. Our first construction 
will simply use the existence of certain kinds of subsets of N and our second 
construction will exhibit how finite injury priority arguments can be used in this 
setting. It is a well-known theorem of Dekker that there are hypersimple subsets 
in every nonzero r.e. degree. Theorem 2.1 thus immediately follows from the next 
lemma, 
Lemma 2.1.1. Let H be a hypersimple subset qf S, then C= cl(A U H) is ~ simple 
substructure of .~l such that H =--T C: 
Proof. We have proved in Lemma 1,1 that H~rC So assume C is not a simple 
substructure, Let V be a r,e. substructure such that V ~L:cl(~) and vn  C= el(0). 
it is easy to see that condition (2,(t) allows us to effectively enumerate a sequence 
r,~, th . . . .  of elements of V whose supports are nonempty and pairwise disjoint. 
Now since VN C = clt~), then for each i, supptv~)N (S -  H),:P 0. But then if f is a 
recursive function such that D,,~ = supp(t,,), f violates the hypersimplicity of H in 
S. Thus there can be no such V and C is simple. 
tWc should note that it is not always the case that if H is a sb~,ple subset of S 
and 12.11) holds, then C= cl(A U H) is a simple substructure. Again. we considcr 
the case of V~ where A = {0}, S is a recursive basis for V~, If H is a simple but 
not hypersimple subset of S, then there is a recursive function f such that for each 
x~ =,~ {x I x~ l)m~}- Cle,'trty x,~, x~ . . . .  are independent and cl({xt, xL . . . .  }iN 
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cI(H) = {6}. Thus V= cl({xo, xl . . . .  }) is a r,e, infinite dimensional subspace which 
witnesses that C is not a simple substructure,) 
Next, we give a finite injury priority argument which will also construct simple 
substructures. We shall enumerate a r.e. subset H of S such that cl(A U i~/) will be 
the desired simple substructure. Our construction will proceed in stages ~md we let 
H ~ denote the finite set of elements enumerated into H by the end o~' stage s. 
For a picture of the construction, imagine an infinite tower of windows ~Fig. I). 
At each stage s, the eth window will be occupied by an element of S denc~ted by 
b~ H ~ will be the finite set S-{b~t i>~O}.  We will ensure that for each e, 
lim~ b~ = b,, exists and that H = S -{b~ I i/> 0}. Given x ~ M, we let supps(x) denote 
supp(x) n{b~,, b~ . . . .  }. 
Fig. I, 
TO ensure that cl(A U H) is a simple substructure, we will meet the following 
two sets of requirements for i = 0, l . . . . .  
R~ If U~7~Fcl(~I), then U~NcI (AUH)7~c I (~) .  
N~ card(S-  H) )  i. 
We think of the requirements R~ as being positive in that we are forced to put 
elements into H in order to ensure U~ NcI(A U H)7 ~ ~/. We think of the require- 
merits N~ as being negative in that they tend to force us to keep certain Cements 
out of /4. Note that if all the requirements N~ are met, then card(S-  H) = ~ and 
hence by Lemma 1.1, cl(A LI H) ~M.  We meet the requirements N~ by ensuring 
lim~ b~ = b, exists. It easily follows that ',f we can also meet all the requirements R,
that cl(A L)H) will be a simple substructure. Of course the requirements R~ and 
N, naturally conflict thus we put the following priority ranking on our require- 
ments N,~, Re,. NI, R~ . . . . .  that is, No has highest priority, Ro has next highest 
priority, etc. We say requirement R~ is satistied at stage s if u~n 
cl(A LI H ' )~ cl(~). Wc note that our properties of ~l, S, and A and the fact that 
H ~ is finite ensures that we can effectively recognize if R~ is satisfied at stage s, 
Because of our priority ranking, we will take an action to try to satisfy R,. at stage 
s only if we are not forced to injure any requirements No . . . . .  N,,, that is, only if 
such an action does not force us to change b~, ~ . . . . .  b~-~. 
Construction 
Stage O. Let H ~ =~J and b~,! = d,~ for all e where recall d~, d~ . . . .  is an eifective 
list of S, 
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Stage s + 1. Look for the least requirement R~ with e <~ s+ 1 such that R~ is not 
satisfied at stage s and there is an xeU~ *~ such that supp~(x)~3 and 
supp,,(x)n{b~ . . . . .  b~}=O, If there is not such e, let H ~+~= H ~ and b~ +t = b~ for 
all i. If there is such an e, let e(s+ 1) be the least such e and x(s+ 1) be the least x 
corresponding to e(s+ I), Let H *'t=/-/~ Usupp,(x(s+ 1)), Remove all those 
elements of supp~(x(s+ 1)) from their windows and let the elements in the 
windows drop down. 
This completes our construction. We let H= U~H ~ and C=c I (A  U H). Our 
assumptions on d& S and A ensure that the construction is completely effective so 
that C is a r,e, substructure, We have two things to prove. 
(a) The lim~ b~, = b,, exists for all s, This fact easily follows since b~/~ 4 b~, only if 
we take action for some requirement R~ with i < e (i,e., e(s + 1)< e). Since once a 
requirement R, is satisfied at stage s, it remains satisfied there~ter,  we see 
b;. i :fi b:. for only finitely many s, 
(b) All requirements R,. are met. It is in proving (b) that we need (2.0). Suppose 
R,, is not met, Thus U,, ~Fcl(0) and hence by (2,0) there is an x in U~, such that 
supp(x) ~ O and supp(x) f7 {bo . . . . .  b,,} = 0. Let t be large enough so that (i) x e U~,, 
(ii) Vi Vs (i ~ e & s ~ t -~ b~ = b~), and (iii) for all i < e, if requirement R~ is ever 
satisfied, it is satisfied by stage t, Then at stage t+ 1, if R~. is not satisfied, then x 
would force e(t + 1) = e because supp(x) f3{b~; . . . . .  b~,' ~} = 0 and supp~(x) ~
and x dc l (AUH' ) .  Thus we are assured that at stage f+ I, R,. is satisfied and 
hence R,, must have beea met. 
We note that the secol~d constrnction of Theorem 2,1 can be modified using a 
combination of a coding argument and a Yate's permitting argument to produce C 
to be in any nonzero r.e. degree. The second construction has the advantage that 
it can be modified in the context of specific models to produce simple substruc- 
tures with other interesting properties. For example in V~ we can modify the 
construction to ensure that no basis of C can be extended to a r,e. basis of V~. 
(See [ 12] and [18] for such types of modifications,) Finally, we should note that in 
some models, there even are simple substructures which are recursive sets. 
Namely, see [12] for such examples in V~ or simply ob:~erve that the A~_ Q '  of 
Example (l(ivtb)}) is also a simple substructure since given any nontrivial sub- 
~ ', V}c_ VnA.  group ~,_0  {I}c{x-~lxe 
3. Maximal substructures 
We say that an r,e. substructure ~ G Jd is maxi ,ml  if 4" v~ v M and for every r.e. 
substructure W~% either W=v~ or W=t:M.  Our definition agrees with the 
usual definitions of maximal in the models N, V~, F~, or ~ where ~ is a weakly 
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recursively present~ d Boolean algebra that have been previously studied. How- 
ever, we should pont  out that in our setting, it is not the case that a maximal 
substructure i,~ nece,,sarily t*.simple substructure. It will follow from Theorem 1. I 
that in F~, a maximal subset of recursive transcendence basis generates ~maximal 
subfield. But we proved in Section 2 that there are no simple sublietds of F~. 
Similarly, it is shown in [20], that if ~ is a Boolean algebra of the form ~'Q×~, 
0 x ~, or C" where ~ is weakly recursively presented and ~1 is not isomor~hic to 
]Q, then ~ contains a maximal subalgebra which is not a simple subalgebra. 
The main purpose of this section is to prove that if S has the local exchange 
property over A where S, A_M,  then there are maximal substructures in every 
high r.e. degree contained in d/. (A degree is high if the jump of a, a', equals the 
double jump of the degree of the recursive sets, 0".) 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose S and A are contained it1 J,l, S is special over A, aml S has 
the L.E.P. ouer A. Then if E is a maximal s~tbset o]" S, cl(A U E) is a maximal 
substrltcture. 
Proof. Suppose E is a maximal subset of S yet cl(A U E) = C is not a maximal 
substructure. Thus there exists a r,e. substructure W such that CG W, C#vW,  
and W#~_M. We shall show that the existence of such a W violates the 
maximality of E in S. 
Let w., w~ . . . .  be an effettive list of W. From this list we shall construct an 
effective sequence of pairwise disjoint finite se~,s Dr,, D~ . . . . .  We proceed in 
stages. 
Stage O. Let Do= supp(w~) where i is the least .i such ,~hat fsupp(w,)t~ I.
Stage n + 1. Having constructed pairwise disjoint sets D~ . . . . .  D,, ~ S such that 
ID, I ~> 1 for all i. let 
D .... = sul:,p(w, )- (k~, Dk) 
where i is the least j such that 
supp(w,)- (k[~!~. Dkl ~, I, 
(Notc that there must be such an i since otherwise 
which would violate the fact that ~,V___ C and W~.  C.) 
We consider two possible cases. 
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Case 1. For any finite set D~S,  there is .mn such that 1D, , - (EUD) I~2.  
In this case. we can enumerate a r.e. set U which splits S -  E. Let e., eL . . . .  be 
an effective listing of E and let E ~ ={e . . . . . . .  e~}. Let 
U" = E" tO {x < S 13j ~ s(x = ,ttyt y ~ D, - E'))}. 
Let U= U~ U'. It follows from our assamption that for infinitely many ~z, 
]D,, - E] > 2. Hence. by our enumeration o! U. for such &, exactly one element of 
D,, - E is in U and at least one element o~ /7),, - E is out of E. Since the D. 's are 
pairwise disjoint, it follows that U -  E and S -  U are both infinite violating the 
maximality of E in S. 
Case 2. Case l fails so there is a finite set D c_S such .Tllat for all ~z, 
i lL) , , - (EOD}i~ I. 
In this case consider V = ell W U D). Now V is r.e. and since W ~ v M, V ¢ F M. 
Since lAg  E )~ W~ V, it must be tl-e case that for infinitely many d c S -E ,  
d~ V. However, we will show that for infinitely many d~S-E ,  dE V. lht ,s  if 
u=snv .  U will be a r.e. set sud~ that Up_E, tU - -E t=~,  and I S -U I=~ 
violating the maximality of t-.-" in S. 
First we note that 
For suppose 
(,E 
where B is finite. Thus U~,~o D,, _c EU B. Now W~cRA U(EU B)) since other- 
wise clt WU B) = cl(C U B} = cI(A to E U B) which would contradict he fact tha; 
W~.C.  Thus there is some u,k in our list of W such that supp(w~lC/ 
[S - (E U B)] =P 1~. But consider stage k of our construction of the D~'s. Clearly 
supp(wk)-  (,~o D,,) 1 ~ 1 
since U,,, o D,~ ~ EU B. Thus 
' k - I  
and wk must be the first element iu the list with this property (i.e.. wo . . . . .  w~ ~ 
had to be considered and used if possible at stages 0 . . . . .  k - 1). But then 
t k 1 \ 
D~ = supp(w~ ) -  { LJ D~) 
and D~ ~ E O B. 
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Thus to show [ V ('1 (S - E)I = ~, w ,~ - need only show D~ _ V for all e. We proceed 
by induction. For e = 0, Do = supp(~v~) for some i, Thus either Do--q E rj D_  V or 
lsupp(wi)-(EUD)l = I, In Ihe latter case, if bEsupp(w~)-(EUD), il follows by 
the LE,P .  that 
b~cI(A U(EU D)U{w~})c_ V. 
Next assume by induction that Do . . . . .  D~_~ ~ V. Then 
e- I  
D,, =supp(wk) -  U (Di) 
i=o  
for some w~. Again either D,.~_EUD or there is a b~S such that ~b}= 
D,, -  (E U D). Again using the fact S has the LE.P .  over A, it follows that 
becl AUDUU D~Ulwk c_V. 
We note that if d~, S and A, also satisfy (2.1)), then it follows from Lemma 2.2,1 
that since E is a maximal subset of S and hence is a hypersimplc subset of S. 
cl(A U E) is also a simple substructure of ~ .  
Martin [10] proved ~.hat there are maximal sets in every high r.e. degree, Thus 
Martin's result, Lemma 1.t, and Theorem 3.1 yield the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.1.1. If ~tt, S and A salisfy the hypothesis of llworem 3.1, then ,~t¢ 
contains a maximal substructure in every high r.e. degree. 
The fact that S has the L.E.P. over A is essential for the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
For consider Example ( 1 (vi(a))) where d t= O ~, S = set of primes, and A = { 1 }. In 
this case, S does not have the LE.P .  property over A and indeed, cl(E O A t = q~ 
is not a maximal subgroup of O ~ when E is a maximal subset of A, For let B bc 
the subgroup of O + generated by the squares of the primes. Then it is easy to set 
that W=cf(CUB)  is r.e., W~_C W~C and W~FO.  Note, however, that if 
,a = B = cl({p 2 { P a prime}) and E is a maximal subset of S = {p [ p a prime}, then 
by Theorem 3.1 cl(E U A t is a subglxmp of O+. This exhibits the importance of the 
choice of ,.k in the model. 
One ca~ modify Yate's construction of a maximal set [30] to directiy construct a
maxim d .,;ubstructure using the S and A of Theorem 3.1. Since such a direct 
construction is. except for modifications of notation, essentially the same as the 
construction found in [13, Theorem 4.1], and since the basic techniques needed 
for the construction are exhibited in our next section, we will not give such a 
construction here. However, it is still the case that such a direct construction 
requires that S has the LE.P .  over A. We note that the argument in Theorem 3.1 
generalizes an argument of Shore's in [t2]  where he showed that in V~, a 
maximal subset of a recursive basis generated a maximal subspace, Metakides and 
Nerode [13], independently, also were able to generalize Shore's argument in 
essentially the same way as we did. 
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We end this sectien with a brief comment on the significance of Theorem 3.1 in 
Example (i(viii)) where we considered Boolean algebras where the cl~(D) was the 
ideal generated b~ D, Our problem was that in (~cl~), ~=~cl~,(0) so our 
definition of maximal substructure did not make sense. Thus we considered a
closure system ~(~)= (d4(~), el~) where M(~) was an appropriate ideal of N so 
that in M(~), M(f~) ~cl i (~).  If ~ is of the form /~=~,  0x~,  or C where ~ is 
weakly recursivel 3 presented and in each of the systems A,/(N x N)../,~(0 x fl~), and 
At((?). we choose S and A as described in Example (l(viii)), then q~. the maximal 
substructure of .,t~(~) constructed in Theorem 3,1, has a natural definition in f~. In 
each case, we can show that ~ is an r,e. ideal of N such that (i) Nmod~ is 
isomorphic to ~,. the Boolean algebra of finite and confinite sets of N, and (ii) 
rood ~ has the property that any r.e. ideal 1 of N rood ~ satisfies either (a) I ~ J 
where .! is an ideal generated by finitely many atoms or (b) I contains all but 
finitely many a'~oms of N rood q~. It seems reasonable that r.e. ideals satisfying (i) 
and (ill above are the natural analogues of maximal sets in the models (N. el,). 
4. R-maximal substructures not contained in any maximal substructures 
We say an r.e. substructures R ~_ d / i s  r-maximal if R 7~ M and for any pair of 
r.e. substructures W~ and W. in j~/such that W~ + Vv'. = M. either W~ + R =FM or 
W.+ R =FM. The notion of r-maximal has been studied in the models N in [8] 
and [27], V_~ in [6] and [19]. and in weakly recursively presented Boolean 
algebras ~ in [21] and in each case ou: definition is equivalent to the definition 
used in thase models. Now if C is a maximal substructure of ~¢/. then q~ is 
automatically an r-maximal substructure of .~. For if W~, W2~-~(M) and 
W~ + ~.~,'~ = M. then it cannot be that both W~ + C=FC and W, + C=F:C because 
then W~-W2 + C =~:C which is impossible. Thus either W~ + C =r: M or Wz + 
C=~:[t.'|. "i'he purpose of this section is to prove the existence of an r-maximal 
substructur,." that is not contained in any maximal substructures. In the next 
section ~e will prove the existence of a non-maximal r-maxima~ substructure that 
is contained in a maximal substructure, In both sections, the necessary hypothesis 
on dl te guarantee the existence of the desired r-maximal substructures i  that 
there exists S and A in Jd such that S is special over A and S has the LE.P.  over 
A, 
I l leorem 4.1. Let S attd A i~ ~!t be such that S is special over A ~md S has the 
L.E.P. ot, er A. Then :here exists an r-maximal st~bstructure R in .,4A that is not 
conrai~led in any maximal substruct~re. 
Proof, We shall give a procedure to enumerate R in stages. Our construction wilt 
be a modification of Robinson's construction of an r-maximal set that is not 
contained in any maximal set given in [27]. R will bc of the form cI(D LI A) where 
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D is an r.e. subset of S. We shall let D ~ denote the set of e lements  enumerated 
into D by the end of stages s. 
For a convenient  pictare for the construct ion to follow, imagine an infinite 
sequence of infinite colunms of windows (Fig. 2). 
• " ' i~I,,, i~  rth row 
[] ..... F3,~.. ~'" "' . . . . . .  1 
T 
cth column 
Fig. 2. 
We denote the window in the rth and cth column by D.,,.~. At  the end of stage x, 
each window D~,.~ will be occupied by an e lement  of S denotcd by It, c]'. At each 
stage s, we will have that D ~ = S -{ I t ,  c] ~ [ r ~ 0, c ~ 0} and we let R '  = c l (D'  U A).  
We order all pairs (r,c) with r~O and c~0 as follows: (r~,cO.<lr,_,c,D if d) 
r~+c~<rz+c: or (ii) r~+c~=r2+c2 and r~<r2. Let (to. co), (r~.cO . . . .  be an 
effective list of all pairs (r. c) with r ~> 0 and c ~> 0 in increasing order.  Dur ing stage 
s+ 1, we shall specify a window I'q,,.,.. We will put [r, c] ~ in D -~*~ and place some 
[r2, c~]' with (r, c )< (r. q)  and c<~c~ into window I~,.,.~. Also we may place some 
other  [r, q]~ with (r, c )< (ri, q)  into D ~*~ thus leaving window ~,,.,.,~ and possibly 
some o~hers vacant. We will then allow the e lements  in each  column to simply 
drop down to fill in all the windows. We shall ensure that for each i. lim~[r~, c~] ~ = 
[r,, c~] exists. Thus at the end of the construct ion R = U~ R ~ =c I (DUA)  where 
D = U~ D~ and the e lements of S -  D will be precisely the e lements  that remain 
in the windows. 
At  each stage s, we shall let ~ be the set of e lements  in D '  together  with thc 
e lements in the windows in the first i + 1 columns,  i.e., 9~ = D ~ U {[r, c] ~ I c ~z i}. 
The fact that at stage s + 1, we only allow an e lement  It, c] ~ to move to a window 
either in column c or in a column to the left of c or  to drop into D ~* ~ ensures that 
~i!'~_ get *~ fo~ all s. We let ~i  = U~ ~ so that ~ will be the set of atoms in D 
plus the e lements that remain in the first i+  I columns and ~'~ will be r.e. Then 
D_  ~._~ ~.'~  . . .  will be an effective list of r.e. subsets of S such that for all i, 
i~,+~-~f~t =~c. We let H, =c l (~,OA)  for all i so that by Lemma 1.1(cL R~ 
Ho~ H~ . . -  will be an effective list of r.e. substructures uch that for all i, 
H,÷, ~-H,. 
To ensure that R is r -maximal  we will meet  the fol lowing requi rements  for 
~=0.  1 . . . . .  
K,. E i ther  (i) there is an integer k(e) such that U,.+R~_H~t.,~ or (ii) 
there is a~l integer n(e)  such that for all (r,c)~(O,n(e)) are in 
cl(tL + R U{(a, b) 1 (a, b)< (0, .re))}). 
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Lemma 4.1.1. (f all the requirements K,, are satisfied, then R is tot r-maximal 
s~d~structm'e of dt that is not catztain¢,d in any maximal substructure of At. 
Proof, First we show that R is r-maximal, Suppose U,, and U¢ are r,e. subst,'uc- 
tures such that U,. + L/~ = M. It is not possible that there are k(e) and k(f) such 
float U,. + R c H~,,~ and U¢ + R ~_ H~ for otherwise we would have U,, + U~ ~_ 
H~ CFM where k =max(k(e), k(f)). Thus, condition (ii) of K~. or Kf must hold 
aad hence U, .+R=vM or Uf+R=vM.  
Now suppose /...~. D_ R. If condition (ii) of K~, holds, then U,. =vM so that U,, is 
rot maximal. If condition (i) of K,. holds, then U,._ Hk~,,~ and H~,,~2 witnesses 
that L~, is not maximal. Thus no maximal substructure contains R. 
It turns out that the most useful generalization for the standard notion of 
e-state is a modification of the c-state introduced by Metakides and Nerode in 
t 13], For each tinite set Cc  S, we deline the e-state of Jr, c]' at stage s with respect 
to C :~(e, [r, c] ~, s. C), by 
xle,[r,c] ' ,s,C) =V {2' ' l  i~e,~: [ r ,c]~cI(U;UAUC}.  
Similarly, for each pair of finite subsets C and E of S, we define the e-state of a 
pair ([r, c]', [q, b] ~) at stage s with reswct to (C, E), x(e, ([r, c]', [p, q]~), s, (C  E)), 
by 
x(e, ([r, c] ~, [p, q]'), s, (C  E}) 
=V {2" '] i~e& [r, c]" ecl(UTU A U C)& [p ,q]~cI (UTUAUE)}.  
We note that our assumptions on S, A, and ¢~t ensure that we can effectively 
calculate these e-states. For each [r,c]L we will be most interested in 
x(e, [r. c]', s, C) where C= D" O{[a. d]' ] (a, d}< (r, c)} which we simply refer to 
as ;he e-state of [r, c] ~ at stage s and we write as g(e, Jr, c] ~, s). Similarly for pairs 
(ft. c] ~, [q, b] ~} we will be most interested in k(e, O- c] ~, [q, b]), ('C. E)) where 
C=D'O{[a,d] ' l (~t,d)<(r ,c)} and E=D ~u{[a,d] ~l (a, d)< (q, b)} which we 
simply refer to as the e-state of the pair ([r, c]L [q, b] ~) at stage s and we write as 
x(e,([r, c]~,[q, b]~),s). The main strategy at a given stage s+l  to meet the 
requirements K~, is to try to maximize the c-state of [0, c] ~" ~ at stage s + I for all c 
and to try to maximize the (r+ c)-state of all pairs (Jr, c] ~'~, [0, r + c] '~} at stage 
s+l  where r>0.  
Construction 
Stage 0. Let D"=0 and [r~, q]~'= d, for all i where do, d~ . . . .  is the effective 
listing of S. 
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Stage s + 1. Look for an ordered pair (p, q) such that p + q ~< s+ 1 and there is 
an (h, f) and a set C such that 
(A) (p, q)< (h, f) and q~<f, 
(B) Co_ {[r,, c,]~ ] (r~, e,)> (h,f) & i<~s+ 1}. and 
(C) either (i) p = 0 and 
x(g  [g q]s s) < x(q, [h, f]~. s + l, D ~ u {[a, d]" t (a, d )< (h, f)} U C) 
or (ii) p > 0 and 
X(p+q, ([p, q]~, [0, P+qD, s) <X(p+ q, ([11, f]~', [0, p + q]'L 
s+l,(D~U{[a,d] ~t (a, d) 
< (h, f)} LI C; D ~ LI {[a, d] ~ ] (a, ,I) < (0, p + q)})). 
If there is no such (/9. q), let D ~ ~ = D ~ and [r~, c,] '~' i .~= [r, q]~ for all i. If there is 
such a (p,q), let (r,c)~.l be the least such (p,q), (a,d)~÷~ be the least (h,f) 
corresponding to (r, c)~+~, and C~.~ be the least set C Cwith respective to some 
effective well-ordering of the finite subsets of S) corresponding to Ca, d)~+~. 
Let 
D ~'~ = D ~ U C~ U{[q, b] ~ t(r, c)~ t~< (q, b)-< (a, d)~ ~}. 
If we consider our picture of windows, we now put [a, d] ~ into window I-1~,.,.~,~ so
that the windows t-q~,~,b) with (r, c)~÷~< (h, f)~< Ca, d)~÷~ and possibly some other 
windows I'-l~q.b. ) with (a, d)~+~< (q', b') are empty. We then let the elements in 
each column simply drop down to fill in all the windows. 
l'his completes the construction, D = I..J~ D ~ is clearly r.e. and by the remarks 
preceding the construction, ~ = ~ ~f~ is r.e. for each i. Thus R = cl(A LI D) and 
H~ = cl(A U ~)  are r.e. substructures. We shall now prove a sequence of lemmas 
which will complete the proof of the theorem. 
Lemma 4.1.2. For all i, [r~, q] = lima[r,, q]~ exists. 
ProoL We proceed by induction. Fix i and assume by induction that t is a stage 
such that VsVj(s~t&j<i--~[r,,q]~=[ri, q]'). Suppose r~=O.s>~t, and 
[r~,cj]~+~¢[r~,c~]L Then at stage s+l ,  it must be that (r~,c,)=(r,c)~+~ and 
[r~, c~] ~+~ =[a, d] ~ where (a, d)= (a, d).~+~. Moreover there is a finite set C~,l~_ 
{[P, q]~ I (P, q)>" (a, d).~,~} such that 
X(c~, [r~, c~] ~, s)< X(q. [a, d] ~, s + 1, D ~ LI {[p, q]'~ ](p, q).< Ca. d)~÷l} LI C~ ~l). 
The main fact to notice is that since 
D ~ U C~+~ U{[p, q]~ [ (r~, c,)~ (/9,. q)-< (a, d)} = D ~+~, 
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it follows 
Thus 
~,(c~, [a. d]", s + 1, D ~ U{[p, q]* I(P, q)< (a, d)~+~}U C) 
= X(q, [a. d] ~, s + 1, D "*~ U {[p, q]~+' [ (p, q)< (r~, c,)) 
= X(C,,[r,, c,] ~+', s+ 1). 
x(c~, [r,, c,]", s)< x(c,, It,, q]'÷', s + I). 
Since there are only finitely many e-states, there can be only finitely many such 
s ~>t and hence lim~[r~, c ] ~ exists. Similarly, if r~ > 0, s ~ t, and [r~, q]~*~ ¢ [r~, c~] s, 
we can show that 
x(r, + c,, <Jr,, c,]", [0, r, + c,]~), s) <x(r, ~ e,. <[r,, c,] ~*~, [0, r, + c,] ~ ~b, s + 1). 
Thus again we can argue that since there are only finitely many pair e-states, 
there can be only finitely many such s ~-t and hence lima[r,, q]~ exists. 
Let F = {[0, c] I e 90}. We say an e-state/3 is well-resided in F if infinitely many 
[0, c]~ F have final e-state /3 where for any It, c], the final e-state of It, c], 
x(e. [r, c]) = ~ {2 ..... ] i ~ e & [r, c] E cl(U~ U D U {[a, d] I (a, d)< (r, c)} U A)}. 
The final e-state or a pair (It. c]. [q. b]), x(e, (It. c]. [q, b])), is defined similarly. 
Lemma 4.1.3. For any e. there is exactly one well-resided e-state in F. 
ProoL Assume there are two well-resided e-states in E /3~ </32. Thus there are 
[0. aa] and [0. a,] with final e-states/3~ and 132 respectively where a~ < a2. But if t 
is a stage where all [r, c]' with (r, c)~< (0. a2) have reached their final values and 
have their final e-states, then at stage t+ 1, [0, a2]' is a candidate to replace 
[0, (hi' and hence the (r, c) chosen at stage t+ 1 satisfies (r, c)~< (0. a0. But then 
[r, c]' ¢ It, c] '~ ~, contradicting our choice of t. 
Lemma 4.1,4. For st~ch e. requirement K~. is met. 
Proof. Again we proceed by induction. Fix e > 0 and assumc K i is satisfied for all 
j <e. Let ~8,._.~ be the well-resided (,e- l)-state in F. We assume by induction that 
there is an integer m~_~ such that for all (r .c)>(0, m~._0, if r=0,  then 
x (e -  1. [r. c]) =/3,.-t and if r>0,  then x(e -  1. ([r. c], [0, r+ c])) =/3~._~. We shall 
show that if /3~ is the well-resided e-state of F. then there is :mm,. >~ tn,._ ~ such 
that for all (r ,c)>(0, m,,) if r=0,  then x(e.[r.c])=/3,, and if r>0.  then 
x(e, <It, c], [0, r + c]>) -~= ~,,, 
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Now /3~_, corresponds to exactly two e-states of the form /3 and /3 + I, i,e., if 
[r, e] has final e-state /3(/8+ 1), then x(e -  1, [r, c]) =/3,,-i and 
It, c]¢cl(U,, + R Ui[a, a] { (a, d).< (r, c)}~ 
([r, c]¢ cI( U,, + R U{[a, d] I (a, d/< (r, e)})). 
Thus /3,, is either/3 or /3 + I. First assume U,. + R~ H, for any i. In this case we 
will show that /3~, =/3+1 and m,. = max(m,,_t, e). Suppose n ~m,. and [0, ~1] has 
final e-state/3. Since U,. +Rg~H~ for any i, certainly U .~ ~ for ally i and hence 
there is an XoC U.. such that supp(xo) n{[r, c]I c > n} ¢- 9t. ~o let (r*, c*) equal the 
max of {(r, c) [ c ~ n &: Jr, c] ~ supp(x0)}. Let t > r* + c* be ,: stage large enough so 
that 
(i) Xo~ U'~, 
(ii) Vs V(r, c)[s ~ t ¢cc (r, e )~ (r*, c*) ~ [r, c]' = [r, c]], 
(iii) Vs V(r, c)[s ~' t & (r, c)<~ (r*, c*) ~ x(e, [r, c] ~, s) = x(e, Jr, e])], and 
(iv) Vd[d ~ S & d ~ supp(x~,) ~ d e D'  or d = [q, q]'  where i ~ :], 
Now since (r*, c*)~>(0, m,, ,/, then either r *=0 and hence x(e ~- I , Ir*, c*])= 
/3,._, or r *>0 in which case (0, r *+c ' )> (0, m,,) and 
x(e - I, [(1, r* + c*]) = t3,,, = x(e - h <[r*, c*], [0, r* + c*]>) 
from which it follows that x(e -  1, It*, e*])~/3,,_ ~, Let 
C= supp(x0) - (D '  U{[a, d]' [(a, d)~< (r*, c*)}!. 
Since [r*, c*]*~supp(x~0, it follows from the fact that S has the L.E.P. over A, 
that 
[r*, c*]' =[r*,  c*]~cl({x,~}UD' U{[a, d]' l (a, dt':-u'*, c* t}UCUA}.  
In particular 
[r*, c*]' ~_ cl(U',.U D' U{[a, d]' I(a, d )< U'*, c*)}U CU At 
and hence 
X(e, [r*. c*], t + 1, D'  U {[a, d]' I (a, d )< (r*, e*,~} U C) ~/3 + 1. 
It now follows from our definition of e-states and the fact that n ~ e that 
X( n, [0, n ]', t} < ,~( n, [ r*, c*]', t + 1, D' U {[ a, d ] I (a, d 1 < ( r*, c*)} U C), 
Then at stage l+  1. It*, c*]' is a candidate to replace [0, hi '  and hence (r, c)= 
(i, c), + ~ chosen at stage t + 1 must satisfy (r. c) < (0, n). But then Jr, c] '~ ~ ~ [r, c]' 
contradicting condition (ii)' of our choice of t. Thus all (0, n )~ (0, m,,t satisfy 
x(e, [0, hi) =/3 + 1 and hence /3., =/3 + 1, 
Next let (p, q )~ (0, m,.) ;and p > 0. Then (0, p + q)~ (0, m,,t and k(e, [0, p + q]) = 
/3,, so that X(e,([p,q],[O,p+q]))~/3,, ,  Wc claim that it is not possible to have 
x(e, ([p, q], [0, p + q])) </3,.. For if x(e, ([p, q], [0, p + q]) </3~, then let u be a stage 
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large enough so that 
Vs  V(r, c)(s ~ i~ & (r, (')~ (t), p + q + I) --* [1", C]' 
= It, c] & Xle. [~. c]', sl = xte. [r, tit). 
But then at stage , + I, we have ihat 
x(e, [0, p + q]", , )  = x(e, [0, p + q + 1]", n) =/3,. 
and hence 
x(e. <[0, p+q+ 1]", [0, p + q]"). , )  ~>/3,, >x(e .  <[p, q]", [0, p + q]"). , ) .  
Thus [0, p+q+ 1]" is a candidate to replace [p. q]" and hence the 0; e) chosen at 
stage u + 1 satisfies (t; c )< (p, q). But then [r. c]"" '  # [r, c] contradicting out choice 
of u. 
Finally, we note that in the case that t~, + R~ H~ for any i, we have shown that 
for all (r, c}> ((/, m,,). ,y-(e,[l: c])~/3,. =/3 + 1, Thus for all (r, c )> (0. m,,), 
[r. c] ~. el( U,, + R tO {to, d] l (a, d )< 0; c)}t. 
Now a trivial induction shows that for all (r, c)D (0, m,,), 
[r, c] e el(U,, + R tO {[h, f] I (h, h ~< (0. m~.)}) 
and hence condition (ii) of requirement K,. holds and U,.-e R =t:M. 
Next suppose U,. + R~_ H~ for some i. Then clearly condition (i) of K,, holds. 
Moreover in this case. we claim that /3,, =/3 and we can let max(re, t : + 1). For 
suppose p->-m,,, then we can not have that 
[0, p] ~ el( b~, + R to {[a, d ]t(a-  d~< [0, p]l 
because then 
[0, p]~ cl(:~'; to D to {[a, d]l  (a. d )< (0, p)}to A). 
But since 
[0, I~]6 :~, tO DU{[a. d] I (a, d)< (0. p)} = E, 
condition (b) of our definition S being special over A ensures that [0. p] ¢ cl(E U 
A). Thus if p > m,,. x(e, [0. p])=/3 and hence /3 =/3,. Moreover, for all 0; c )> 
(0, m,.) with r >0.  we can conclude that x(e, ([t; c], [t), r + c]))>/3,. =/3 since 
x (e -  1. (Jr. c], [0. r + c])) = (.3,._, and also that x(e. ([r. c]. [0. r + c])) ~/3,, since 
x(e. [0, r + c]) =/3,., Thus for all (r, e )> (0, i + 1) with r > 0, x(e. {[r el, [0. r + c])) = 
/3,.. This completes our induction step. 
We note that as was the case for our construction of a maximal substructure. 
the assumption that S has the L.E.P. over A is essential. Again we consider 
Example (l(viii(a))) where .a= O +, S =set  of primes, and A ={1}. Let O be any 
r.e. subset of S such that S-D is infinite. Rhen C=eI (DUA)  is not an 
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r-maximal substructure. For let Yo b~z the r.e. subgroup generated by {P:IP is 
prime} and Y~ be the r.e. subgroup generated by {p31P is a prime}, then it is easy 
to see that Yo + Y~ = Q+ but that C+ Yo ~-FQ + and C+ Y~ #~Q~. 
Finally, Theorem 4.1 raises some obvious q~estions which are still open, 
Namely, it is clear that the r.e, set D constructed in Theorem 4.1 mw~t be an 
r-maximal subset of S since otherwise e l (DOS)  could not possibly be an 
r-maximal substructure. The questions are, assuming the hypothesis of The orem 
4.1: 
(1) If B is an r-maximal subset of S, is c l (BUA)  necessarily an r-maximal 
substructure of d/? 
(2) If B is an r-maximal subset of S which is not contained in any maximal 
subset of S, is cl(B U A) necessarily an r-maxi~,nai substructure of dt that is not 
contained in any maximal substructure of d~? 
(3) If B is a subset of S which is not contained in any maximal s~.~bset of S, is 
cl(B U A) necessarily not contained in any maximal substructure of d~'? 
Even in specific models like V~ where S is a recursive bas~s, questions (I), (2), 
and (3) remain open. 
5. Major substructures and r-maximal substructures that are contained in maxi- 
mal substructures 
The main purpose of this section is to prove the existence of a non-maximal 
r-maximal substructure that is contained in a maximal substructure in those 
models M which have S and A such that S is special over A and S has the L.E.P. 
over A. In the set case, Lachlan [8] constructed a non-maximal r-maximal set 
contained in a maximal set by constructing a major subset of a maximal set. We 
shall generalize Lachlan's construction in this section. Given an r.e. substructure 
C of ~¢f, we say an r.e. substructure B~_ C is a major substnwmre of C if B :P~:C 
but for any r.e. substructure W of M such that W+ C = M, W+ B =rM.  Our next 
result shows that to construct our desired r-maximal substructure, we need only 
construct a major subset of a maximal substructure. 
Theorem 5.1. Let C be a maximal substructzce of .ll and let B be a major 
s,bstructure of C. then B is an r-maximal substr,.~cmre of ~.  
ProoL Suppose W~ and W~ are r.e. substructmes of ~,a such that W~ + W, = M. 
Since C is maximal and hence r-maximal, either W~+C=j~M or V,~+C=vE 
Without loss of generality, assume W~ + C=~M~ Thus there is a finite set T such 
that M=cI(W~OCUT), Now if W~cI(W~UT), then W is r,e. and W+C=M 
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and hence W+B =FM since B is a major substructure of C. Thus W~ + 13 =F W+ 
B =FM and hence B is r-maximal. 
Now if d /conta ins S and A such that S is special over A and S has the L,E.P. 
over A, then we know by Theorem 3.1 that if D is any maximal subset of S, then 
cl(A UD)  is a maximal substructure of ,.a. Our next theorem will show that 
cI(A U D) will always have a major substructure B and hence B is a nonmaximal 
r-maximal substructure contained in a maximal substructure. In fact, our theorem 
will prove much more without using the hypothesis that S has the LE.P .  over A. 
l"heorem 5.2. Lex S and A be contained in ,,¢1 such that S is special ooer A. Then if 
H is a nonn,cursit~e r.e. st~bset o[ S, C = cl(A U H) contains a major substructl~re. 
Proof. Let h,, lh . . . .  be an effective list of H without repetitions, H '= 
{th~ . . . . .  h,}, and C '= cl(A O H ~). We shall give a procedure to enumerate a r.e. 
set B ~ H such that D = cl(A tO B) is the desired major substructure of C. B ~ will 
denote the set of elements enumerated into B by the end of stage s. At each stagc 
s, we will define a sequence of elements a~, . . . . .  a~, for some k~->-0 such that 
l~C-B '={a~lO~i~<k~}.  Our construction will ensure that for each i>0,  
lim, a~=a,  exists and that H-B={ao,  a~ . . . .  }. Thus H-B will be infinite and 
hence by Lemma 1.1, D = cl(A U B) ~ FcI(A tO H) = C 
As in the construction ol the previous section, this construction requires us to 
define a rather complicated notion of e-state. For each i, let 
F(i, st = min(S -  cI(U~U H ~ O A)). 
We note that our assumptions on S and A ensure F(i, s) can be calculated 
effectively and that lim~ F(i, s) = ~ if and only if U, +cl(A U H) =/3, + ,,'~= M. For 
each finite set T_~ S and each x ~ S, we define the e-state of x with re,s~ect to T at 
stage s, W(e, x, s, T) by 
W(e.x.s.  T )=~ {2 " ~ t i~e&x~F( i , s )&xec l (AUTUU~)}  
The condition that x ~ F(i, s) in the definition of e-state ensures that for x large 
enough only those l.l~'s with i ~< e and Ui + C = M will contribute to W(e, x, s, T). 
For x of the form a~, we define the B(e)-state o1" a~ at state s, W(e, a~, s), by 
W(e, a~, s) = W(e, a b s, B" U{a~; . . . . .  a~_ ,}~. 
Our definition of S and A ensure that W(e, x, s, T) can be effectively calculated 
for all x, s, and T. Our basic strategy for the construction to follow is to try to 
maximize the B(e)-state o[ a~ at stage s while keeping the set H s -  ~= 
{at . . . . .  at,} as large as possible. 
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Construction 
Stage O. Let B °= O and a~ = ho. 
Stage s+l .  Assume we have defined a~ . . . . .  a~ such that H~-B ~= 
{a~ . . . . .  a~.}. First we define a new sequence a~ *~, a~ ~ . . . .  and an increasing 
sequence of finite sets B ~ ~ B~ ~ ~ c_ B~ ~ ~ c . . . .  Let a~ ~ ~ be the least x ~ H ~ * ~ - B ~ 
such that for all y~H~÷Z-B ~. 
W(O, x, s+ 1, H ~*~ -{x})~ > W(O, y, s+ 1, H ~*~ - {y}). 
Let B~ ~ ~ be the least set E (with respect o some effective wel l -ordering of the 
finite subsets of S) such that B~___ E_~ H ~÷ ~- {a?~ } and 
W(0, a~ ~', s+ i, E) = W(0, a~ ~ t s, H ~1 -{a~/~}), 
Note: The basic idea is that the maxinmm B(0)-state an x e H ' "  ~ - B '  can have 
at stage s+ 1 if B ~= H ~-{x} .  Having found a~,~ H ~ '~-B  ~ which can have 
the maximum possible B(0}-state at stage s + 1, we let B~) "~ be the least set such 
that if B~ ~ ~ ~_ B ~÷ ~, then a~;" ~ will be guaranteed to have this maximum B(0~-state 
at stage s+ 1. Similar statements hold for the definitions of a~:~ with j ~0  to 
follow,) 
Now suppose j~0 and we have defined a~ *~ . . . . .  a~* ~ and B~ *~ ~_--- ~ B~ *~. If 
H ~+' -n  7+' --{a~, ~t . . . . .  a~'~}, 
then let k~ =j  and B ' *~= B~ *~. Otherwise let a;.*~ be the least 
x~ H . . . .  (B~ *~U{a~/~, . . . .  a~*~}} 
such that 
W( i+ 1,x, s÷ 1, H ~*~-{x})~ W( j+ I, y, s+ 1, H ~ "~-{y}} 
for all y~ H "~. - (B ; '~o{a~ *t . . . . .  a~*t}). Let B;S~ be the least set E such that 
and 
W(j+ 1, a ; : l ,  s+ 1, EU{a~," ,  . . . .  a;"})  = W(j+ 1, a;;~. s+ 1, H . . . . .  {a~;l}). 
This completes the construction. We let B = (3, B ~ so that B is an r.e. subset of 
H and D = cl(A U H) is an r.e. substructure. We sh~dl now prove a sequence of 
lemmas which will prove that D is a major substructure of C 
Lemma 5.2.1. For each e, lim~ a~, =: a,~ exists. 
Proof.  We proceed by induction. Fix e ~> 0 and assume there is a stage i such that 
a] for all i <e  have reached the final values and no longer forc-~ e lements  into B, 
that is, for all s ~ t, we have both a7 = a~ and B~ ~ t = B ~ if i <e ,  Now for any s ~ t, 
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it must he the case that a~. +~ is defined since h~+l ~ H~I - (B  ~ U{a~/~ . . . . .  a~,_111}) 
and B'--.B~,~11, Now if s~t+l  and a~,y~a~. 1 then either 0) W(e,a '~,s)< 
W(e,a~, ' l , s+ l t  or (lit W(e,a~. ,s ) - -W(e ,a~ , s+ l )  and a~>a~) I. Since there 
are only finitely many B(e)-states, there is a t l>t  such that Vs//> 
l~(W(e ,a~,s )=W(e ,a~,* t , s+ iL  Then for s>q,  a;,va~, only if a~> '+~ , ae , 
Hence there is a t ,>t  I such that for all s~>l,, a~i---a~ ,  W(e,a' , . ,s)= 
W(e, a;  "1, s+ 1), and B~,~l = Bh Now it follows from our definition of B~/t that 
for all s ~ L,, B~7 1 =/3;  !'~ = B'. 
It easily follows from Lemma 5.2.1 that H-B  ={ate, al . . . .  }. Thus. by the 
remarks made preceding the construction that D = el(A U t3) 9vc l (A  O H) = C. 
For each % and c, we define the final B(e) -smw of % W(e. a;L to 
W(e, % / = li!n W(e, a r s t = ~ { 2" ' I i ~ e & a i 
F(i) & a~ ~ cl(A U U~ O B U {a,~ . . . . .  a i ~}}. 
We say that a B(e)-state /3 is well-resided if for infinitely many j, W(e, a,)= [3. 
Lemma 5.2.2. For each e, there is only one well-rcsided B(e)-state. 
Proof.  Suppose not. Then there exists B(ei-states f3~ </32 and e < h < ] such that 
Wie. a . )= [31 and W(e. a,) =/~: Let t be a stage such that 
Vs Vn(s ~-- t & n "-~.j --~ a~, = a,, & B~, = B '  i & W(e. (% s) = W(e. a,,, s - 11. 
Consider stage l-r-1. Since W~c. a~.. t)= W(e.a~.. t+ 1) and 13~.'~ = B', we must 
have  
t3~ = W(e, ak, ~ + I / = W(e, a~. I ~- 1, H'" ~ - {ak }) </32 
= W(e,  %, t + I)  = W(e,  a,, t + I ,  H ' "  ' --{a~}). 
But since e < k, 
W(e.  a~, t + I ,  H"  i _ {a~ }~ < W(e,  a,, t + 1, H'"  ~ - {% }) 
forces 
W(k,  a~. t + I, H'~ ~-~{a~})< W(k.  % t .  1. H" '  --{a,}). 
Since both a~ and % are not in B'~,'Jl U{a~ ~ i . . . . .  a~)l} = B' U{ao . . . . .  a~ ,}, we 
must have a~ "~ # a~ contradicting our choice of t. Thus there can not he such /3~ 
and /3 z. 
I-or each c. let gt,, denote th~ well-resided B(e)-state. Now suppose U,. + C = M 
and /3,. is odd, then there is an n large enough so that for all j~n ,  a~_ 
eI(A O L% U/3 O {a,, . . . . .  at-i}). Thus one can easily show by induction that for all 
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j, a~ec l (AUU.  UBU{a0 . . . . .  a,, ~}). But then 
M= U, .+C= U, .+c I (AUH}~_c I (AU U , .UBU{a~ . . . . .  a .  t}) 
and hence 
U,. + D= U,. +c l (A  U B)=~M.  
Thus to complete the proof that D is a major  substructure of C we need 'only 
show that whenever U~ + C = M. 13~, is odd. 
Lemma 5 .2 .3 .  / f  L~ + C = M, then 13,. is odd. 
Proof .  We proceed by induction. Fix e ~- 0 and assume that 13, is odd for all i < e 
such that U, + C = A.l. Moreover assume that U,. + C = M and yet 13,, is even, By 
the remarks made immediately preceding the lemma, we see that our assumptions 
imply that for each i <e  such that U, + C= M, there is a k, such that a~, ,< .  ~ . . . .  
are in eRA U U~ U B U {a~ . . . . .  a < ~}). If i '< e and U, + C,~ M, then lira, F(i, s) is 
finite so we let k, =lira, F(i, s). Let k = e+max({k,  i i<:e}), Let n > k and t be 
chosen large enough so that 
d) Vi(i > ,* ~ ¢ ~ k & W(e, a,) = 13,, ). 
(ii) Vs(s~t--~h'>k). and 
(iii) VsVi (s>t&i~n- ->a~=a,& B~=B" 1& W(L a,.s)= ~&qi, a,,s_ l)). 
Next consider the set 
U={dc=Siqs [d4H ~ & V j ( j~e  
& U~+C= M---~ d-<-F(j, s! & d~c l (A  U U~U H')).  
By the form of the definition of U. we can see that U is a r.e. subset of S. 
Moreover for each deS-H,  d must bc in U since for each j~e  such that 
U, + C = M. we must have for some s. d '4  F{j, s) and d e c l (A  U U~U H ' ) .  Thus 
U U t f  = S and since H is a r.e. nonrecursive subset S it rll[lst be that [r ("11q is 
i~finitc. Thus for infinitely many s, h,. ~ ¢ U. So choose s > t such that h,.  ~ c U 
anti consider the defirfition of a~,'~. Since 13~," ~ = B" and W(,:,, a,,, s) :- 
W(e. a,,, s 4- I):-~L-~ we have that 
13..=W(e,a,, ,s ~l. t t  "'~ {a,} l=V{2 ~' ' I i<~e,£U.  +C=M}.  
"111'as 
[3. <~ {2" '[  i<~e& [-4 +C= M}<~ W(e. h . . . .  s+ 1. H . . . .  {h,.,}i 
since h,.~ e U. Again we can argue that since e<:~, it nms! be thzt 
W0~. a,,. s-e 1, H ' " ' - -{a .} )  < W(n. h,.  ~, s + I. H ' " ' -{h , .  ~}) 
and hence a~," ~ ~: a. contradicting the fact that s > t. Thus 13,, must be odd. 
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We end this section with a couple of questions raised by the construction in 
Theorem 5.2. One can easily see that the set B enumerated by the construction 
must be a major subset of H, The first question is: " is it true that for eve"y major 
subset K of H that cl(A U K) is a major substructure of cl(A U H)'?'" O'lr second 
question is: "'Are there any nautral conditions on d4. which guarantee t~at every 
r.c, substructure C, which is a nonrecursive r.e, set, has a major substructure?" 
For example, in the set case, Lachlan [8] showed that every nonrecursive r.e. set 
has a major subset and kachlan's resalts follow from Theorem 5.2. In the case of 
V~,  Kalantari [6] proved every nonrccursive r,e. subspace V of V~ contains a 
major subspace. However, Ka!antaris result does not follow from qheorem 5.2. 
For if V of the form c l fAt JH~ whcr~ H~S and S is special over A, one can 
show V is the subspace generated by sc,me r,e. subset of a recursive basis for W.. 
it is proved in [11] by Metakides and berodc that there arc r,e, subspaces of V~ 
which arc not generated by some r,e. subset of a recursive basis for V,. In fact, at 
this time, the question of whether every r,e. substructure which is a nonrecursive 
r.c. set has a major substructure is not kvown even in the t~eld case for ,,fl = F~ or 
in the case of Boolean algebras for Af = 0 x ~, N × ~, or (-~. 
6. Creative substructures 
One way to view the notion of creative set is that a creative set is an r.e. set 
which is effectively nonrecursivc in that a creative set is effectively noncomp- 
Icmented in the lattices of r,e. subsets g. We'll generalize the notion of creative 
set with this point of view in mind. Thus w~ must first discuss how to generalize 
the notions of reeursive set and complement in our general setting. 
1First we consider the notion of recursive, or to avoid confusion, decidable 
substructures. Wc say a substructure B ~,~t  ",s dec idab le  if there is an effective 
procedure which, given any x~ . . . . .  x,, in At. will determine whethcr or not 
B ncldx~ . . . . .  x,,}! = clt0~. 
Examples. ( l} In those models ,~lJ/where the clo.,urc of a linitc subset is finite, e.g~, 
the natural numbers N. weakly rccm'sively prestntcd Boolean algebras Nt. vector 
spaces I,C where the underlying lield /- is fimtc, or the lattices (O 'L<) .  any 
substructure which is ~, recursive set is decidable 
~2) In a rccursivcly presented vector space V~ over an infinite rceursive field 
our notion of decidable subspace is equivalent to the notion of rccursivc subspacc 
as defined in [12] by Metakides and Nerodc. It is :,hown in [12], that a subspace 
V~ \/~ is decidable if V is generated by some rccurdve subset of a recursive basis 
for V~ or equivalently if there is W~,~(V~t such t lat  W+ V= V~ and wn v= 
{(i}. Moreover, it is shown in [12] that there are subst~aees U ~ \,'~ such that U is 
a reeursive set but O is not a decidable subspace. 
(3} In E~, it is shown in [ 13] that the decidable algebraically closed subfields ar"~ 
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exactly those algebraically closed subfields generated by a recursive subset of a 
recursive transcendence basis for F~. Again there arc examples of algebraically 
closed subfields U~_ F~ which are recu~ive sets but are not decidable. 
(4) In O+, it is easy to see that if U is any recursiv,," subset of primes, el(U) and 
c I (UUA)  are decidable where A =cl({p"lp a prime}j, 
In many cases, there is a nice lattice theoretic characterization of decidable 
substructure in &~(d~). To this end, given substructures B and C in ,,tl, we say that 
C is a complement of B if c n B = cl(~;O) and for any x¢~ C cRCU {x})n B~ d(¢), 
Thus a complement of B is just a nmximal element in the class of substructures D 
in , / /such that D f'l B = el(f)). Of course, in the set cas¢; and vector space case, our 
definition of complement coincides with the usual noti fn of complement. In these 
two models, a r.e. substructure is decidable if and only it" it has a r.e, complement. 
However. in the field case where x~, x~ . . . .  is a transcendence basis for F~, one 
might call C=cl({x~}) a complement of B=cl({x, ,x3 . . . .  }), But C is not a 
complement of B in our sense since D=cl({x~, x:+xfx~}) als0 satisfies BN D = 
cl(fl). Also, we should point out that in general our notion of complement is not 
symmetric. For example, in [22] we show that if ~ is a Boolean algebra and ~ is 
not isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of tinite and cofinite subsets of some set S. 
then there arc subalgebras B and C of ~ such that B is a complement C but C is 
not a complement of B. Despite this fact, we show in [20] that if ~ is a weakly 
recursively presented Boolean algebra, an r.e. subalgebra B of ~ is decidable if 
and only if there is a r.e. subalgebra C of ~ such that B is a complement of C and 
C is a complement of B, 
There is one property that decidable structures have in any dl which is the key 
to our definition of creative substructure. 
Lemma 6.1. I f  B c-~(d~) is decidabh,, then there exist-: a r.e. substructure C stwh 
that C is a complement of B. 
Proof. Simply list M effectively, too, m~ . . . . .  Build C ;n stages by adding m~ to C 
at stage s only if the closure of tn~ together with those elements added to C 
before ~tage s when intersected with B is just el(O), Clearly C constructed in this 
manner will be an r.e. complement of B. 
Thus, in general, a B c,~(M) which is effectively noncomplemented in ~(dl) is 
not decidable. Thus, we say an r.e. substructure C~_,~I is creative if C#v M and 
there is a partial recursiw: function f:  N --~ M such that whenever /3, n C = cl(fl), 
[(i) is defined, f(i)¢~ U~ O C, and cR b~ O {[(i)})fq C= cl(~), f is called a productice 
function for C 
The main purpose of the section is to give a general construction to prove the 
existence of creative substructures in a large class of models, In the set ease, the con- 
struction of creative is very easy. One simply lets f be any I : I recursive function and 
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then if C = {f(x) I f (x )~ W~} where Wo, Wt . . . .  is an effective list of all r.e. sut)sets 
of N. C is a creative subset with product ive funct ion f. Our  general  construction 
of creative substructures in d~ will also start with a certain I : I reeursive function f
and build a creative substructure C of .~ with productive function f. However.  not 
any I : I recursive function will suffice for our purposes. Basically we will require 
the range of f to fortr~ a certain kind of " independent"  sequence (see condit ions 
(3) and (4) of definit ion to follow) and to have a fairly strong "exchange"  property 
(see condit ion (5~ of the definit ion to follow/, 
Def in i t ion 6.1, We say a 1:1 recursive funct ion f :N  ~ (d / -e l (0 ) )  is specia! o~'er 
A where A is substructure of J~ which is a recursive set if there exists an effective 
sequence of pairwise disjoint sets S., St . . . .  such that: 
( I )  Vi(f( i )eS+).  
(2) There is an effective procedure such that given any finite set B ~_ N and ~my 
x~.dl  will decide if x~c l (AU [ . J~ .  S~). 
(3) For :kay set B ~_ N and any i~ B. S, N cl(A U ~ i~ ~+ S+ ) = 0. 
(4~ For any set T~ N such that N -  T is infinite, c l(A U(I..J+~.r S~)) #F:M. 
tS) For any set Bc  N, arty i~ B, and any finite set {w~ . . . . .  wk}, if 
+,,l,,+ . . . . . .  , .  
then 
Examples. We note that in most cases, we will simply let S, ={f(i l} for all i. 
However,  in some examples,  especially Boolean algebras, it is necessary to have 
S~ ~{f( it} to guarantee that condit ion (5~ holds. 
(60)) In the set case where .+tl = N, let f be any 1 : 1 recursive function, S, = ~f(it} 
for all i. and A = 0. It is easy to check that condit ions (1)-(5) hold. 
(6(it)) If .+ll = V:~, let f :  N ~ M be any I : I recursive function whose :ange is a 
subset of a recursive basis for V~. Let A = {0} and S~ = if(i)} for all i. Again. it is 
clear condit ions (1)-(4) hold. Now if B c_ N, i~ 13, and 
cl({~v, . . . . .  w~, f ( i )} )n  c l ({f( / ) / j  ~ B}) =~ {6}. 
then there is a nonzero x ~ cl({](j) t j  ~ B}) and h~ . . . . .  h~ + ~ in the field, not all of 
which are 0, such that h lWt+ +." +h~wk÷h~f f ( i )=x .  Since the f( i ) 's are 
independent,  it cannot  be that h tw~ + . , .  + hOW = 0. Thus 
h twt + " • " + hkw~ =- x - h~ if(i) ~ cl({w~ . . . . .  w~}) fq cl({f(i)} tA {f(j) 1J ~ B}). 
(6(iii)) Next we consider Boolean algebras where if D~_B, c~(D) is the 
subalgebra generated by D, Again we consider only Boolean algebras ~ of the 
form Ox~,  N×@,  and (" where fl~ is a weakly recursively presented Boolean 
algebra. 
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(a) ~ is of the form Ox N. Let .f he any l : 1 recurs)re function whose range is 
contained in {([i, i+ I), 0~) I i~N}. If f( i)=([k, k+ 1), 0~), then we let 
S, ={(x, O~>] x~ 0~ ¢ ~ x~_[k, k + I)}. 
We let 
A = {(x. d) t x c_ (-~:, 0) and d e ~}. 
It is not difficult to check that conditions (I)-(4) hold for such f. We shall verify 
directly that condition (5) holds. Suppose B~_ N and i¢ N so that 
Let f(i)= ([k, k + 1), Oe) and suppose 
cl({(,,,,, d,) . . . . .  (wk. dD. ([k. k + 1). 0~)})ncl( A u U s,) ~ cl~0). 
it follows that there exist (u'. d') and (u". d") in cl({(w I, dl) . . . . .  (wk, ck )} = W and 
(b. d)~cl (A U U S , ) -  clC0, 
such that 
((u', d'}A([k, k + 1), O~))v((u", d")A(-n[k, k + !), 1~)) = (b, d). ( * 
Thus (u'A[k, k + 1))V(t~"A--'l[k.  + 1))= b in 0 and d"= d in ~. Now if b =0 O, 
then it must be that d"=d~Oa and u"c_[k,k+lL But then it is clear that 
(u", d"}ecl(A U$~) so that 
Next assume b~ 00. Since 
(S, =/(x.O~,)[ x~ 0 and xG[k ,k* l )} )Nc l (AU O S,) = J~, 
it follows that b~[k. k + 1) for otherwise 
But now since 
(u'^[k, k + l ) )v (u"An[k ,  k + 1))= N 
we have that 
U"A -n[k, k + 1)= bA -n[k, k+ 1)~00. 
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Thus l~"= (b A -3[ k, k + I))v y where y ~ [k, k + 1) and hence 
Thus in either case 
~b) ~ is of file form N x ~ or C'. In this case we can let Jr be any I : 1 recursive 
function whose range is a set of atoms in N. We let A = el(0) and S, = {Jr(i)} for 
every i. Conditions (1/--(4/arc easy to verify so we verify only condition (51. So let 
B~ N, i(J B, and W=cl({w I . . . . .  wk}). Now if 
cl(WU{f( i)})Ncl( l j r~j) l j~ B}) ~ ~0~, 1~}, 
then there exist w' and w" in W and b ~cl({jr(j) l iE  B}~-{O~, 1,~} such that 
~W'AJr(i))v(W"A-~f(i)) = b, Consider w", It cannot be thai w"A-Tf( it= O~ since 
otherwise O: ,~b= w'A[( iL  Since Jr(i)is atom, it must be that b=(( i )  which 
violates the fact that f(i)~ cl({jr(j) t j E B}). Thus O~ # w"A ~jr(i)= b ix -7.f(i) whiqh 
implies that either w"= b, w"= b^ ~jr(i), or w"= bv f ( i L  But in any case, 
w" ~ w n cl({jrU)} u {Jr(? I J ~ B}). 
t6(iv)~ Suppose ,,ff is one of the models (Q'~, <). Let Jr be any 1:1 recursive 
function whose range is contained in {(x, 0 . . . . .  0)[ x E O-{0}}.  We let 
A ={(0, x~ . . . . .  x , ) l x ,~Q for i=2  . . . . .  n} 
and S, = {f(i)} for every i. It is easy to check conditions (l)-(5). 
(6(v)) If dd= O ' ,  then we let f be any 1 : I recurs)re function whose range is 
contained in {PIP is prime}, We let A ={1} and S~ = {jr(i)} for every i. Again, 
conditions (1)-(5) are easy to check in this case 
(6(vi)) In the case of Boolean algebras where the closure of a set is the ideal 
generated by the set, we consider the modified structures d tA0x~) ,  ,,~4~(/~ × ~), 
and MAt') where ~ is a weakly recurs)rely presented Boolean algebra. 
(a) If ~d:=,,~,(O×~), we let ]" be any 1:1 rec~lrsive function whose range is 
contained in {[i, i + 1) I i ~ N}. We let 
A ={(x,d) ttl~,x~Q, and x~_(-~:.O)} 
and let S, = {f(i)} for every i. 
(b) If ~=.~( /~/x~)  or .~=~,(~' ) ,  we let Jr be any 1:1 recursive function 
whose range is a set of atoms. We let A, = el(~,~) and S~ ={Jr(i)} for eve:y i. 
The verification that conditions (1)-(5) hold in these examples is similar to the 
verification that conditions (1)-(5) hold for the examples in (6(iii)). 
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Finally we note condition (5) does not follow from the global exchange property 
as the following example in /--~ will illustrate. Suppose x, w~, w_, are part of a 
transcendence basis. Now w,x + w2 will be transcendental over cl({x}), thus there 
is a transcendence basis xo, x~, x~ . . . .  of F~ such that x. = x and x~ = wtx+ w 2, 
Then one can show that 
cl({ w~. w,, xo})ncl({x,}) ~ cl(0) 
but that 
cl({ w,, w2}) n cl({x,,, x~}) = cl(O). 
Thus for our examples of matroids in (l(ix)). we can not guarantee that in general 
such matroids have special functions (although for many examples we can let 1" be 
any 1 : 1 recursive functions whose range is a subset of a recursive basis for the 
matroids A = el(0), and S~ = {f(i)} for all i). Also, we do not know if there is a 
special function for F~. 
Our next result shows that if ,a has a special function then ,~'~ contains a creative 
substrt,cture. 
Theorem 6.2. If there exists a tz,cursice fimction f 'N-->,,~ and an A ~ ~(,~) such 
that f is" special o~er A. then .,ff contains a creative substrt~cture. 
Proof. Let S,:, S~ . . . .  be the effective sequence of pairwise disjoint subsets of d~t 
required in the definition of f being special over A, We shad construct a creative 
substructure C in stages. We let C ~ denote those elements enumerated into C by 
the end of s~ages . At each stage s, we will specify a finite set "/" ~ N such that 
Construetiot~ 
Stage O. Let "/~'=0 so that C"=c l (A) .  
Stage ,~ + 1. Let 
T'* ~ = 1"" U {i E N I i ~ s + I and =lu(u ~ U~ & u e cl(S, O C ~) & u~ cl(O)}, 
Let 
This completes the construction. Let T= U~T ~ and C = U.C ~. Clearly 
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It follows from our definition of f being special over A that each stage is 
completely effective. Thus. since C ~ ~_ C'"  ~ for all s, C is a r.e. substructt, re of AL 
for infinitely many i. U, =cl(~l) and hence i~ T ~ for any s. Thus N-T  is infinite 
and hence by condition (4) of Definition 6.1, C~M.  
Now suppose U, n c = cl(~). Now [(i)~ U~ since otherwise whenever ]'(i)~ U~ 
and i~s, our construction ensures f ( i )eC  ~'~. But then f(i)c~cl(gJl and f(i)e 
U~ n c which contradicts the fact that U~ n C =el(0). Similarly, we claim f(i)~ C 
If f(i)e C. then i ~ T by condition (3) of Definition 6.1. The only way ,: is ever put 
into T is if there is a stage s and a t~e U~'~ncI(S, UC ~) such that u~cl(~). But 
then ie  T "'~ and hence u e U7 ~ n C '-~ again contradicting the fact that U, n C= 
cl(0). Finally we claim that clIU, U{f(i)})f3C=cI(OL For assume that 
el(U, u{f(i)}lnC~cl(O) so that there is a finite set {wl . . . . .  w~}c_-Li such that 
cl({w~ . . . . .  w~.f(it}lrlC~cl(O). Condition (5) of Definition 6,1 ensures that 
cl({w~ . . . . .  w~})ncl(S, UC)~c l (0 ) .  Thus there is a stage s and a ~e 
cl({w~ . . . . .  ~k}-cl(0} such that ~¢~ U~ ~ ~. :~ ~_cl(S~ U C~). and i <~.:+ 1. But then 
our construction forces i to be put in T ' '~ so that .~  U~ '~ n(7  '~t again 
contradicting the fact that U, n C = el(O). Thus C is a creative substrt,,cture. 
In general, creative substructures arc not unique, For example, in V~. 
Mctakides and Nerode [ 12] produced creative subspaces C~ and C2 such that C~ 
has a basis which is extendible to a recursive basis for V~ while C2 has no such 
basis. In Boolean algebras, we showed in [20] that in all ~ of the form 0 x 2~. 
/q' x 9. and (~ where ~ is a weakly recursively presented Boolean algebra, there 
exists creative subalgebras C~ and C~ such that no automorphism of ~ could map 
Ct onto C._. in fact. if ~ = 0 x N. one can see directly that if Ct is con~tructed as 
in Theorem 6.2 with a productive function [~ as in (6(iii(a)t). C~ must :ontain an 
atomlcss element while if C, is constructed as in Theorem 6.2 with a ~groductive 
functiou f~ as in (6(iii(b))). (7. will bc an atomic Boolean algebra. Taus Ox/~,r 
contai~s creative subalgebras C~ and C_. which are not even isomorphic, 
We can oflen prove that a creative substructt,re is, when viewed ~s a set, a 
creative subset. In particular we shall give an argument o show that if C is 
constructed as in Theorem 6.2 for any of the examples (6(i)-(6(vi)L tt~en C is a 
creative set. To prove a set C is creative we need only show that C is :nany-onc 
complete, i.e., for any r.e. set W. W<~mC Recall Wt~. W~ . . . .  and U.. IJ~ . . . .  are 
effective lists of all r.e. sets and all r.e. substructures of Jg respectively and h is a 
recursi~e function such ,hat W~,.~= U,=cI(W,). Let f be the specia function 
which is the productive function for C, Let W be any r,c. set and let g be a 
recursive function such that 
cl({f(x)} if y~ W, 
W~ ~.,.~ = el(O) if y¢  ~,V. 
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By the recursion theorem, there is a recul,'sive function /< such that for all y 
, / cl({f(k(+v))}) if y~-: t~ 
W~,,~ = W~,~,,,~ = / el(0) if V~ W. 
It now follows from the way h is defined that 
cl({f(k (y))}) if y~ IV. 
" clt~0) if v¢+ W. 
Now if y¢W. then U~,s~=cl(0) and hence by the fact that f is a productive 
function for C. f(k (y))g C. Now if y ~ W, then U~,~ = cl(O'(k (y))}) and again since 
f is a productive function, it must be that U~,,nCC:cl(fl). Thus cl({/(k(y)~})n 
C# el(0). It is now easy to check that for each of the Examples (6(i))-(6(vi~), if
cl({/(k(y))}) n C# cl(~), then [(k (y)) ~ C. Thus y ~ W if and only if/'(k (y)) ~ C and 
hence W~,~ C. Of course, it is not true for every closure operation, el, and C_m,ff 
that cl({x} n C¢  cl(~) implies x ~ C (e.g., easy counterexamples may be found in 
the structures O +, +a(O × ~), M(/~' x~),  or M(C'J). Thus our argument does i~ot 
seem to work in general, We ask whether or not there exist an effettive closure 
system ~a such that +ff contains a creative substructure C which is not a creative 
set. 
7. Other  sett ings 
The purpose of this section is to briefly contrast our general setting with tbat of 
Metakides and Nerode found in [13] and with that of Metakides and the author 
found in [ 14]. 
In [13], Metakides and Nerode consider Steinitz closure systems (Lt, cl) with 
recursive dependence. While their definitions arc somewhat different, such sys- 
tems (U, cl) are exactly the effective closure systems which satisfy the global 
exchange property. Thus the models N. Vs, F~, and the matriods of Example 
(t(ix)) are examples of Steinitz closure systems with recursive dependence. 
However, the models O* , (O  ",-~), and ~ where ~ is a weakly recursively 
presented Boolean algebra are not Steinitz closure systems with recmsive depen- 
dence since they fail to satisfy the global exchange property. The advantage of 
considering only models M--(U,  el) which satisfy the global exchange property is 
that one can systematically develop a meory of dimension and codimension of 
substructures and a theory of independent sets. Given such a development, 
Metakides and Nerode have an appropriate setting in which to generalize some of 
the many interesting constructions found in the literature which build r,e, sub- 
spaces V of ~,~ which have no bases which are extendible to a recm~ive basis of 
V~, Our general setting includes Steinitz closure systems but our constructions 
only produce substructures V in these systems which are generated by some r.e. 
subset of a recursive basis for the entire system. Thus such V always have r.e, 
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bases which are cxtel~dible to a recursivc basis for the entire system. We should 
point out that as with our constructions, most of the cons '-uctions of [113] req~dre 
lha! the model ,t /= (U, el) satisfy some additional hypothesis to guarantee that th 
construction will be successful in ,,~/. The additional hypothesis Metakides and 
Nerode use is that i~ that their Steinitz closure systems (U, el) are regular, that is, 
if c1(~¢1) ~ C_~ U is a closed finite dimensional substructure, then C is not the union 
of a finite number of its proper closed subsets. Of the examples we considered in 
Section 1, only F~ and V~ where the underlying field is infinite are examples of 
regular Steinitz closure systems. Thus our setting covers many more models than 
the setting used by Metakides and Nerode in [13], but we cannot generalize, in 
any reasonable way, the constructions which produce r.e. substructures which 
have no bases which are extendible to a recursive basis for the entire ~ystem 
because our setting is too broad to develop a nice uniform theory of dimension 
and independence. 
The setting used by Metakides and the author m [14] basically developed a 
different kind of generalization or recursion theery than the one presented ira this 
paper. We shall give a few dclinitions to indicate the direclion of the generaliza- 
tion of r'ecursion theory in [14], In [14], we cov.sidered recursively presented 
atomic models ,,~ where the closure operation is algebraic closure and the 
algebraic losure of every subset A of dg is itself, i.e., cl(A) = A for all A ~,ff. 
Examp!es include the natural numbers under equality (N, =), the rationals under 
the usual ordering (O, ~), and a large class of n-dimensional partial orderings. 
One of the key ideas of [14] was to study subsets A of dt which arc iu general 
t>ositi:m, i e., those subsets A _~ M such that A and dr -  A intersect every infinite 
definable set in ,,It. For example A ~ N is in general position if both A and N-  A 
arc infinite and A _ O is in general position if both A and Q-  A are dense in Q. 
Then one can generalize the delinition of maximal set by saying that an r.e. 
substructure A ~ d~ is maxi~nal in ge~e~x~l position if A is in general position and 
for any r,e. substructure W___ A either M-A  or 'P - A is not in general position. 
Of course ira (N, =), the maximal sets in general position are just the maximal 
sets, But in (O, ~), A ~_ O is maximal in general position if A is r.e., A and Q-  A 
arc dense in Q, and for any r.e, W~_ A either Q-  W or W-  A fails to be dense 
in O. Moreover, a maximal subordering in general position A is not a maximal 
subset of O since, for example, both (0, ~c)n(O-A)  and ( -~,  0 )n(O-A)  are 
infinite since O-A is dense in Q, both (0, ~) and (--~,0) are recursive since 
(Q, ~<) is recursively presented, and hence W = A U (0, :~) witnesses that A is not 
a maximal subset of Q As a generalization of the construction of maximal sets, 
we proved in [14] that if ,,It is a recursively presented atomic model where the 
algebraic losure of every subset is itself, then ~1 contains a maximal substructure 
in general position. 
The constructions of this paper technically apply to models where the algel- eaic 
closure of a set is itself, but they do not, in general, produce substructure:~ in 
general position, For example, we can view (O, ~<) as an effective closure system. 
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However,  it is not difficult to see that the construct ion of a maximal  substructure  
of Theorem 3.1 when appl ied to (O, <~) only produces  a max imal  subset  of  O 
which, by our  remarks  above,  cannot  be a maximal  substructure  in general  
posit ion. Moreover ,  we shall end Section 7 with one  example  to show that not ions 
of being in general  posit ion and being algebraical ly closed are not  always 
compatib le and hence it seems impossible to hav~ a sett ing in which on, e could 
general ize both the construct ions of  [14] and the construct ions of this paper,  We 
consider (O", <)  where, as we remarked  earlier, the algebraic c losure of a s~tbset 
A ___ O" is the sublatt ice generated  by A. Even though in (O",  ~<) the algebraic 
closure of a subset  is not itself, the definit ion of  a subset  A being maximal  in 
general  posit ion makes  sense and we can construct  such substructures.  (The 
construct ion of  an A ___ Qa which is maximal  in general  posit ion will appear  in 
some for thcoming work of the author  and A. Manaster . )  Theorem 3.1 shows that 
one can construct  a maximal  sublatt ice of O-" in the sense of the definit ion of 
Section 3. However ,  in O 2 there are no sublatt ices which are in general  posit ion 
for it is easy to see that the only sublatt ice A of O ~ which intersects every infinite 
definable set in (O2 <~) is O~ itself. 
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